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INTRODUCTION 
Many rodent populations have been studied by ecologists in the past 
tllirty years, hut since temperate regions of the world have been emphasized, 
~rlost data concerning the dernograpllic characteristics of these mammals 
come from areas that exhibit distinct and sometimes very harsh climatic 
fluctuations. Few data are availal~le on populations of tropical rodents. 
Because some tropical areas (particularly the lowlands) are cllaracterized by 
temperatures that ;ire equable year-round and by a diverse mammalian 
fat in;^, selective factors operating on populations of tropical rodents might 
be expected to differ in degree, if not in kintl, from those operating on 
tenrperate or arctic rotlents. Differences in selective regimes may, in turn, 
cause tropical rotlents to differ significantly from inore northern species in 
metliotls of popt11;ttion regulation and in reprotluctive and survival rates. 
While latitutlinal gratlients in the tlemograpllic cllaracteristics of rodents 
are of consit1er;tble ecological antl evolutionary interest, the present lack of 
tropical studies 112s prevented such comparisons fronl being made. 
This report summarizes a twelve-month study of small mammal popu- 
1;ttions in two forests in the Panama Canal Zone. The  objectives of the study, 
wllicll began on June  6, 1966 and ended June 7, 1967, were threefold: (1) to 
con!l~are ant1 contrast the dernograpllic changes in five populations of three 
species of rodents i11 ;I year's cycle; (2) to examine the relationship between 
seasonal clianges in the reproductive biology of the species and environ- 
mental changes; antl (3) to determine movement patterns and sizes of home 
ranges ol' inclivitluals 01' each specics. In addition to providing comparative 
data on the autecology o l  three species of tropical rodents, information 
derived from this study can be usetl to compare the demographic character- 
istics o l  plty1ogenetic:tlly or ecologically related species of temperate and 
tropical Nortll American rodents. 
Tlle year's field work resulted in an accumulation of data from about 
3,000 captures antl recaptures of the following species: Liornys c~dspersus 
Peters (spiny pocket mouse, fanlily Heteromyidae), Oryzotnys capi to Olfers 
(rice rat, family I\iluriclae), and Proechirnys semispinosus Tomes (spiny rat, 
C;tmily Echimyitlae). Additional information was gained from 784 indi- 
viduals of the three species that were sacrificed ant1 preserved. 
Of the rotlerlts covered in this report, L. adspersus and 0. capito are 
mouse-sized (adult 1ie;ttl-body lerigtll about 125 mm) and P. sem,ispinosus 
is rat-sixd (adult head-body length about 230 mm). Each species is primarily 
terrestrial and nocturnal. As currently understood, L. adspersus is restricted 
in distribution to the semi-arid savanna country of the Pacific coast of western 
;ri~tl central Pananla wllcre it is most common in thorny scrub and weedy 
fields (I-Iandley, 1966). Like most heteromyids, it is principally a granivore. 
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Tlle known range of 0. ct~pi to  inclutles eastern Costa Rica to the north and 
thence southward throughout low ancl inedium elevations in the northern 
half of South America as far south as Paraguay ancl northeastern Argentina 
(Hall ancl Kelson, 1959; Cabrera, 1957, 1960). In Panama this species is 
fount1 at low elevations in evergreen and deciduous forests. I t  is probably 
omnivorous. P. sernispinos~ts, fourid throughout the forested parts of Panama 
at lower elevations, ranges fro111 northeastern Nicaragua (Buchanan and 
Howell, 1965) south througll Colom11i:r to nortllei-n Peru and northwestern 
Brazil (Moojen, 1948). Its diet includes fruit and other plant material. 
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S'T'IJDY AREAS 
Two forests locnted at opposite ends of the Pananla Canal Zone were 
selectetl '1s sites for live-trap grids because of their differences in habitat and 
raint'ill, their relative freedom from human disturbance, and their acces- 
sibility (Fig. 1). The  Pacific site was located at tlle Rodman Naval Ammuni- 
~ ~ - p  
I- 
Trap Dry Forest (Trons ) 
Trap Ma8.t Forest 
Montane Wet Forest 
I , , 1 . L -1 
82 81 80 7 9  
~ - -. - 
FIG. 1. Lifc zones of Pananla. Redrawn from Holdridgc and Butlowski (1956). Ab- 
I,reviatiorrs: Trap. = tsol)ical; Trans. = ~r-atlsiliotlal. 
tion Depot (8" 57' N, 79" 37' W), hereafter called Kodman, elevation about 
50 m, eight km west of Balboa. Rodrnan lies within the Dry Tropical Forest 
life lone of Holdritlge and Uudowski (1956). The  Atlantic site was located 
on the Fort Sherrnan Military Reservation (9" 20' N, 79" 57' W), hereafter 
called Sllcrman, elevation about 5 m, three km west of Cristobal. Sherman 
lies within the Moist Tropical Forest life Lone ol Holdridge and Uudowski 
(1 956). 
CLIMATE AND PIIOTOPEKIOD 
Because both study areas were located at low elevations near oceans, 
they experienced a nearly equatorial climate with respect to temperature, 
wliicll averages nbout 80' F each month throughout thc Canal Zone (Fig. 2). 
liainfall, however, exhibits a seasonal pattern in the forin of a lour-month 
dry season (January thlough April) and an eight-month wet season (May 
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Frc. 2. Mean ir~orrthly tcmpcraturc (Balboa and Cristobal combined) and rainfall 
at  Balljoa (soliti line) and Cristobnl (clashed line) in tlic Panama Canal Zone based on 65 
arid 94 vcars of coni in~~ous  rec.ol.ds, ~espectively. 
tllrotrgll December) (Fig. 2). T h e  Atlantic side of the Canal Zone receives 
nearly twice as much rain annually as the Pacific side (130 in versus 70 in), 
brit both sides receive less than four inches per month during the dry season. 
Further accounts of Canal Zone climate are given in Allee (1926) and Kauf- 
nlann (1 962). 
I n  tlle year's study, rainfall was about 16 inches above normal on the 
Pacific side, primarily owing to heavy rains in October 1966, and about two 
inches below normal on the Atlantic side, although Cristobal recorded 35 
inches of rain (12 in abovc normal) in November 1966 (records of the Panama 
Can;il Company). Rainfall was recorded at each study site during the periods 
of trapping, and these records (Table 1) indicate that June 1966 was the 
wettest period at liodinan, August 1966 at Sllerman. Rainfall in trapping 
sessions at Iiodman was rather evenly distributed between night and day, 
but at Sherman, it tentletl to occur at night or just before dawn. 
Annual changes in pllotoperiod at go N are relatively slight. Records 
from Harro Colorado Island, miclway between my two study sites, indicate 
that the diit'erences between the length of days at summer and winter solstices 
is about 65 minutes (Kaufmann, 1962). Average daily rate of change is about 
0.2'3 ininutes (8.7 minutes per month) tllroughout the year. 
VEGETATION 
RODMAN NAVAL AMMUNITION D ~ p o ~ . - T h e  Rodman Depot, a fenced 
area ot 1,015 ha, consists of a series of small hills and valleys covered will1 sec- 
ond growth forest. The  lligllest hill attains an elevation of 1G8 m, and small 
water-courses How through tlle valleys. Two major streams, the Rio Velas- 
quez and a branch of the Rio Cocoli, pass through the Depot and flow 
nortlleasterly to empty into the Panama Canal. Since the end of World 
War 11, the Depot has been little disturbed by man's activities. 
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TABLE 1 
DATES OF TRAPPING AND RECORDED RAINFALL 
Location Dates Rainfall (inches) 
Sherman 
June  6-15, 1966 
July 5-13 
August 4-13 
Novc~r~ber  3O-I>cccl11ber 9 
January 2-1 1: 1967 
Janu:try 31-I.'ebruary 9 
17cbruary 27-March 8 
Marcli 29-April 7 
April 26-May 5 
May 29-June 7 
J111ic 20-29, 19GG 




N o v c ~ ~ ~ l , c r  15-23 
1)cccln bcr 13-21 





' Rain gauge dislurhed orlc day 
The  site selected for a live-trap grid was a fairly level forested area near 
tlie soutllwest corner of tlie Depot. Except for cleared areas along the 
shoultlers of roatls ant1 around ammunition bunkers, continuous forest 
surrounded the grid. Major topogrr~phical features include a stream that 
ran approximately diagonally from the northwest to the southeast corners 
ancl a slight rise of one to two meters near the center of the grid (Fig. 3). 
These two features strongly affected the local distribution of plants on the 
grid. 
Common plants collected or otllerwise identified on the Rodman grid 
are listed in Table 2. Most of the botanical names follow Allen (1956). 
Structurally, the forest consisted of a single stratum of trees, ranging 
from 4. to 20 m in Iieight, that formed an incompletely closed canopy. T h e  
forest was quite low co~npared with others in the area principally because 
of the absence of two typical Pacific slope trees, Anacardium excelsum and 
Entero lobium cycloctlr-pum, both found elsewhere on the Depot. Calyco- 
phyllzim candidissirtz~im ancl Ficus sp. were emergent on the grid. The  most 
common members of the canopy, Cordia alliodora, Guazuma  ulmifolia, and 
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1'~:. 3. Livc-trap grid at Rotllllan. Stippled areas indicate low, moist, palm-dom- 
i~ratcd areas. A sligllt rise occurs ncar t l ~ c  centcv of tllc grid. Abbreviations: B = am~nuni-  
tion b~wkel-;  R = rontl; S = strcalir. 
Lziehea seernanii, averaged 24 cm or less in DBH (Table 2), indicating that 
the forest is relatively young. Typical views of the forest are shown in Figures 
4 and 5. 
Three species of palm, Uoctl-is bc~la~to idea ,  Corozo oleifel-a, and Scheelea 
rostmta,  were conspicuou.i members oi the flora. Bactris and Corozo were 
generally restricted to lower areas that were often flooded in the rainy se: :.-? 
(Fig. 3). Because of the general lack of tall trees, Scheelea was an importaat 
member of the canopy (Figs. 4, 5b). The  shrub layer was well developed and 
Rodman 
Andirn inermis H.R.K. (24) 
Annona reticzllala 
A~tnontr  .sf)rngi~fi Ssfford. (26) 
A f ~ e i h n  tibozlrbolz Aubl. (23) 
I~icncAosin cornifolia 1I.B.K. (9 )  
*l{icr~\rro sinlarz~ba (L.) Sarg. (22) 
Sherman 
Trees 
(Grcater than 10 m in height) 
Anacarrl i~sn~ excelrz~nl (Bert. and Balb.) 
Skcels 
Andira ifzernlis (14) 
Apeiba t ihoz~rbou 
Bo?rrborof).\is fendleri 
Ilyrsorzirr~n crct.~sifolin (L.) H.B.K. (24) Ro?rtbnx Darrigon (Seerlr.) Ikne .  
C n l y c o l ~ l r y l l ~ ~ ~ r ~  cantlidissir~~t~rn Ezrgenin jnrrzho~ L. 
(V;~lll.) I X ,  (31) ' F ~ C I I A  in.sit,ida Willd. (100) 
Cecrof)icr ol?t~ssi{olia Bcrtol. (19) *111gri sp. (45) 
Ccrrof)in f)c,ltaler I.. (IF) Li~ehea  teerrlanii (42) 
C o c i ~ l o , s f ) c r ~ r ~ z ~ ~ r ~  ~ritifoliier~r (Willd.) 
Spreng. (14) 
*Car-riicr alliodora (Ruiz. and Pav.) 
Roc~n  and  Schult. (20) 
Ficiss sl,. (92) 
*Gzec~z~irr~cl r~zifolin Lalri. (20) 
Ingn sp. (27) 
Lo?~rlrocar/~~es sp. (6 )  
*I2~~:,ltecr see7rrctnii Tr .  and PI. (24) 
hliconicr nrge?zlea (Swart7.) IIC:. 
*;So/~indtcs snfioni~ria L. 
* S / ~ o r ~ t l i a . ~  nro71~bin I.. (21) 
Terrrrinctlia sp. (23) 
Vochysia fcrrrrginea Rlart. (15) 
Xylo/)ici frrrtescens Aubl. (15) 
Mangifrrci i~zdira I.. (66) 
*Ilelolio f?nnnrrlrnsis 
*C1e,\tcr7ria .\ref)rrOct (H.B.K.) Bcrg. 
*~\.lyrcice sp. 
Pallirs 
*13aclris hnlnnoiden (Ocrst.) Wcntll. *As t rocnry~r~r~  .\tandleynnurn L. H .  Bailey 
"Corozo oleifera (H.B.K.) L. H .  Bailey Rnclris spp. 
*Scheelecr rostrntn (Oerst.) Burret *Corozo oleifera 
I-lirtella r-ctce71~oscz Lam. 
P.sspchotrict crrsf~irlata Brede~u 
Psyclrolria i ~ n d a l u  Jacq. 
Sl~rubs 






Psychof? la rrlargtnnta Sw. 
Psyclzotr~u fisycholriaefolza (Seem.) 
Stautll. 
Psyrhotria rucenzosa (Aubl.) Wild. 
A d i a n t u ? ~ ~  lzccidzc?r~ Sw. (fern) Bro~rrellc~ f i ~ n r ~ z ~ i i t  
C1zz~sqtsen sirrzplic~{Iora Munro 
(bamboo grass) 
Cyfier11.s ltlzulae (L.) Retz. (sedge) 
Olyra latifolia L. (grass) 
P a n i c u n ~  rnaxirr~urra Jacq. (grass) 
Kynclzo~pora cephalotes (L.) ITahl. 
(sedge) 
Selnginella sp 
Most cornlnon trces ale niarketl with an asterisk (*). Mean DBI-I (in cm) of trees is indi- 
catcd in parentheses. 
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FIG. 4. Aerial view of part of the Rodman grid. For orientation, see Figure 3. Note 
the open nature of the canopy with emergent palnls, Scll~elea rostmta. Photograph by 
Dr. M. L. Kuns. 
consisteci in many places of a tangled, nearly impenetrable mass of thorny 
vines, young palms, and shrubs, principally Hirtella racemosa, which was 
most common in the higher, better drained areas. Occasional clearings 
created by fallen trees were choked with shrubs, saplings, and several species 
of grass including Chwsqz~en simplicifiora, Olyra latifolia, and Panicum 
maximum. T h e  ground, usually leaf-covered, was generally free of vegeta- 
tion. In  low, moist areas, Bnctris leaves comprised tlie ground cover. I n  higher 
areas, ,ground cover varied from sparse to heavy and was comprised of seed- 
lings, young palms, vines, and fallen leaves. Sedge and <grass were uncommon 
everywhere except in clearings. Along the bank of the stream, a fern, Adian- 
turn l~~cidzi??~,  was com1non. 
IVitliin the year, marked seasonal clianges occurred in the appearance 
of the forest. In  the rainy season the stream was often high and roily, and 
small feeder streams emptied into it. In  October and November, stantling 
water was common over many parts of tlie grid. As a result of storms and 
heavy wind in October, several trees and many branches were blown down 
across grid lines. After rains, the ground in many places was washed clear 
of dehris by rushing torrents of water. 
IVith the cessation of rain in late December, the forest began to dry out. 
T h e  water level in the stream decreased in January and February, and by 
March the stream was dry. At the same time, standing water disappeared, 
and tlie grouncl ~graclually became very dry and hard. During the clry season, 
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FIG. 5. \'icws of forest on the Rodman and Shernlan grids. 
a. F'egctation on thc slight rise in the middle of the Rodman grid. Note small 
diameter of the trees and the open canopy. 
b. Two dominants in the Rodman forest: Llrelzea seemanni (tree in center of 
of picture) and fronds of Scheelea rostrata. 
c. A grove of large mango trees, Mangifera indica, in the Sherman forest. 
d.  An area of lower clevation in the Sherman forest showing dense under- 
growth. T h e  small tree, Psychotria grandis, is common here. 
several deciduous trees, e.g., Calyco;bhylEum candidissimum, Cochlospermum 
vitifolitcm, Bzcrsel-a simarzlbn, and Spondias mombin, lost their leaves, and 
the ,ground was covered with dry, brittle leaves that made silent passage 
through the forest impossible. Dry season was the time of flowering for many 
trees including Cochlospermum uitifolittm, Cordia alliodora, Inga sp., Lue- 
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hea seernanii, ant1 Triplaris  rnela(,nodendron. By April decicluous trees were 
acquiring new leaves while leaves on other trees were tlry and wilted. 
After the rainy season began, on April 27, 1967, the appearance of the 
lorcst quickly changed. With more frequent rains, plants took on a greener 
appearance, and nondeciduous trees began to acquire new leaves. Plant 
growth accelerated and new palm sprouts and leaves and Chusquea shoots 
blocltcd the grid lines. Fallen leaves quickly became water-logged and 
matted. By early June the stream llad flowing water in it again. 
FORT SHERMAN MILITARY ~<ESISRVATION.-T~~~ topography, soil charac- 
teristics, and general vegetation of the Fort Sherman area have been de- 
scribed by McCullough et al. (1956). Much of the military reservation is 
covered with rugged, forested hills reaching a maximum elevation of 122 m. 
The  live-trap \yid was located in the Lilnon Bay lowlands about two km 
south of thc Fort Sherman Post at an elevation of above five m. Immediately 
west of the grid the lowlantls give way to a series of ridges that reach a height 
of87 In. Passing near the grit1 is the Rio Aquadulce that flows northeastward 
into Lilnon Bay. 
The  site selectetl for a live-trap grid was a relatively level area in con- 
tinuous forest, which was about 55 years old and several hundred meters 
from the nearest road. Topographically, the grid was rather saucer-shaped 
with a 1-3 m depression in the southwest quarter (Fig. 6). In the rainy 
season, two temporary stre:uns joined near the south edge of the grid to form 
a large pool of standing water that was sometimes 0.5 m deep. 
Structurally, the Sherman forest consisted of two fairly well-defined 
strata of trecs-an upper stratum 15 to 30 111 in llcight and a lower stratum 
8 to 10 m in lleigllt (Table 2). Ilominant mcmbers of the upper stratum 
included Ficzi,s insipida, an unidentified species of Znga, Mangifera indica, 
and Spondias mornbin all of which had large DBHs (Table 2). The  occur- 
rence ol numerous large mango trees (Mangifera indica), many of which 
wcre probably more than 50 years old (J. Duke, pers. comm.), clearly indi- 
cates that llurn>~n activities have strongly affected this region in the past 
(Fig. 5c). Of the trees in the lower stratum, Gzistauia superba and an un- 
identified species of Myrcia were most common. Typical views of the forest 
are shown in Figures 5c and 5tl. 
Although at least five species of palms were recorded on the Sherman 
grid, they were not as conspicllous as at Rodman. Most examples ol Corozo 
oleifera and Manacaria sacciferu were restricted to low, moist areas in the 
sot~tllwcst and nortl~cast corners of the g.rid, respectively (Fig. (i). Astro- 
caryzirn standleyunzim and Scheelea rostrata, common members of the lower 
stratum ol trees, were distributed throughout the grid. 
Several species ol Psychotria (Table 2) and Piper were dominant ele- 
ments ol the shrub layer (Fig. 5d). Lacking at Sllerman were tangles of 
thorny vines and sprawly trees such as Hirtel la racemosa, and thus the under- 
growth was more penetrable by man. Heavy woody vines were common, but 
epiphytes were conspicuously lacking, which probably indicates that the dry 
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FIG. 6. 1,ivc-trap grid at  Sllcrma~r. Stippled areas indicate low, moist, 1)alm-dom- 
i11;ttetl arcas. I)cl~rcssions arld riscs al-c indicatcd b y  solid line wit11 short crosshatching. 
Abbreviations: A T  = arniy trail; P = pool of water formed by two temporary streams; 
S = pct-111;rncnt strcatn. 
season is fairly severe in this part of Panama. Clearings produced by fallen 
trees were clloked with vegetation including Heliconin, Corozo, and Astro- 
caryurrl where the ground was moist. 
In contrast to the Rodman forest, better-drained areas of the Sherman 
torest (ridges and etlgcs of lhc "saucer") werc covered with the sedge Kyncho- 
sporu cephnlotes. In lower areas, Selagznella covered the ground. Scattered 
clumps of wild pineapple, Bromelza penguzn, occurred at Sherman but not 
at Rodman. Along drainage paths and where there was standing water in 
the rainy season, the ground was usually devoid of low vegetation. 
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As at Rodman, marked seasonal changes occurred within the Sherman 
forest. In the rainy season, standing water covered many of the low areas of 
the g i d ,  and the "pool" near the south edge was nearly always full. Water 
draining from the grid after moderate rains sometimes passed over the tops 
of boots, but it usually drained off quickly. Even after a particularly 
hard rainfall of 4.7 inches one afternoon in August, the %grid was well drained 
by the next morning. 
By late December the ?id had started to dry out, and in January the 
<ground, most streams, and the "pool" were nearly dry. By the middle of 
January, Bombacopsis fendleri and Spondias rnombin had lost their leaves, 
and though not completely deciduous, Ficus insipzda and Mangifera indica 
were dropping leaves. At this time, many other plants were acquiring new 
leaves. A thick layer of crisp, dry leaves carpeted the forest floor throughout 
the dry season until the middle of May when trapping was completed. Al- 
though the rains had started early in May, the forest and streams were dry 
until at least the middle of that month. 
VERTEBRATE FAUNA 
Nearly 70 species of terrestrial, arboreal, or aerial mammals were cap- 
tured or observed or left signs of their presence in each forest (unpublished 
data). In addition to L .  adspersus, 0. capito, and P. sem,ispinosus, five other 
rodent species (Nyctornys srtmichmsti, Oryzom,ys concolor, Nectonzys alfari, 
Sigrnodon hispidus, and Zvgodontomys microtinus) were trapped on the 
Rodman grid; besides 0. capito and P. semispinosu.s, five additional rodent 
species (Sciurzu granatensis, Heteromys desmarestianus, Oryzomys bicolor, 
0. caligikosus, and Tylomys panamensis) were trapped on the Sherman <grid. 
Ecological relationships between the various rodents are discussed elsewhere 
(Fleming, 1970a). 
I have little direct evidence of predation on the three species studied. 
One tayra (Eira barbara) was found feeding on a spiny pocket mouse. The  
stomach of a four-eyed opossum (Philander opossztm) contained the tail of a 
young spiny rat. Rodent fur was found in the stomach of two species of 
opossums, P. opossum and Didelphis marsupialis (Fleming, unpublished). At 
Sherman a semiplumbeous hawk (Leucopternis semiplumbea) that had been 
perched on a branch directly above me dropped on a rice rat that I had just 
examined and released. The  mouse escaped unharmed and was caught again 
the next day. Slud (1960) described similar behavior in this hawk at "La 
Selva," Costa Rica. Other potential predators seen on or near the grids in- 
cludecl several species of snakes (e.g., common boa, Constrictor constrictor; 
rainbow boa, Epicrates cenchria; spotted rat snake, Spilotes pzillatz~s; and 
fer-de-lance, Botkrops atrox), two owls (mottled owl, Ciccaba virgata and 
spectacled owl, Pulsatl-ix perspicillata), and several species of omnivorous 
or carnivorous mammals (brown-masked opossum, Metachirus nudicau- 
datus; pison, Galictis allarnandi; ocelot, Felis pardalis; and perhaps the 
puma, F.  concolor, and jaguar, F. onca). 
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MATERIA1,S AND METHODS 
Field techniques followed the "classic" pattern for small mammal 
studies. Identical grids covering 5.06 ha (12.5 acres) were established in both 
forests and consisted of 100 trapping stations arranged in ten rows, ten 
stations per row with a distance of 25 m between stations and rows. Each 
station was marked by a 1 m steel reinforcing rod. One National live-trap 
measuring 310 x 140 x 140 mm or 310 x 165 x 165 mm was placed on the 
ground within one meter of each steel rod. An additional 22 traps at Rodman 
and 7 to 10 at Sherman were tied to trees, logs, arid vines at suitable places 
around the grid, but because only three individuals, one of each species, 
were caught in "tree traps," these are ignored in this account. The  "tree 
traps" caught mainly opossums and scansorial or arboreal rodents. 
I n  June, 1966, traps were baited with banana slices only. Prom July to 
tlle end of the study, sunflower seeds were added as bait. T o  reduce trap 
disturbance by opossums, carrots were alternated with bananas in grid traps 
starting in February. Floin October to the end of the study all ground traps 
were covered with a tarpaper jacket to protect the animals from the rain and 
predators. 
The  trapping schedule followed the lunar month, and nights with the 
brightest moon were avoided (see Table 1 for schedule). At Kodman all 
traps were operated for nine consecutive nights each month. At Sherman all 
traps were operated for nine consecutive nights except in November, Decein- 
ber, February, and March when they were operated for only eight nights. 
In all, the Rodnlan grid was trapped 13 times and the Sherinan grid 12 
tilues. I n  the final trap pin^ sessions, all anilnals caught on the <grids were 
killed and preserved. Traps were checked each morning and left set during 
the day because, with the exception of a few "trap-repeaters," only one 
animal was ever trapped in the day. No prebaiting was used. 
Animals caught on the grids were marked by tbe-clipping and released 
after being examined. The  following information was recorded for each 
indivitlual: location of c;rpture, identification number, age, sex, scxual con- 
dition, evidence of molt, and behavior upon release. Four age classes, based 
on size and pelage, were established for each species. These classes were: 
juvcnile, subadult, young adult, and adult. Age-related molts are distinctive 
in each species, making the assignment ol animals to one of the four classes 
quite easy. Characteristics of the various age classes are su~nmarized in 
Table 3. 
Sexual condition of each individual was noted at each capture. For 
males, this included relative s i ~ e  ant1 position of testis. For 0. capzto and 
P. semispinoszu, testis position was quite labile, making this information of 
little use in deciding whether an individual was fertile. For L. adspersus, 
in contrast, the customary designations of abdominal, inguinal, or scrota1 
for testis position offer a valid indication of fertility. Data recorded for 
females included condition of vagina (open or closed), condition of nipples 
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TABLE 3 
Ace Cr.i\ss~s I N  Lio~tlys  atla/~erszc~, Or31zoit1ys capito, and Proechirr~ys sell~ispinost~s 
Species Age class Body length (IIIIII) Pelage 
L. adspersus Juvenile <lo0 Aristiforn~s tlrin; conspicuous buffy seti- 
forms lacking 
Subatlult 101-115 Molting into adult pelage 
Adult 116+ Adult pelage complete; buffy setifo~rns 
present 
0. cafiito Javct~ilc 83-104 l'clagc thin, dull brown-glay in color 
Subadr~lt 99-115 Pelage thick and dark blown dorsally 
Young adult 116-120 Adult pelage fresh; I,ltffy hairs cover 
dors~urr and sides 
Adult 120+ Adult 1)clage becoming worn and ~ ~ a l c r  
P. semisfiinosus J ~ ~ v e n i l e  112-150 Aristifor~ns tlrin; dorsal coloration dull 
brown 
Subadul~ 151-200 La~era l  sctifo~urs agouti; n~olling into 
atlult pel. 
Young atlull 200-220 Atl~tlt pelage frcsll 
Adult 220+ A d ~ ~ l t  pclagc sligl~tly wort1 to worn 
Body Icngths of subatlults ant1 young ; i t l~~l ts  are s o ~ i ~ c w l ~ a t  v riable. In P. sor~isfii??ost~s 
rllales in all age classes arc gencrall) larger t11a11 ler~ialrs. 
(small, medium, lactating, or recently lactating), and presence or absence of 
palpable embryos. 
Each month when the grids were trapped a supplementary line of 70 
to 130 National live-traps baited with banana and sunflower seeds was 
operated at least 2 km from the gritls. Traps in these lines were placed in  
different locations each month but always in habitat similar to that of the 
grid. I n  April, May, and June at Rodman, and in April and May at  Sherman, 
trap lines were run near the gritls (distances ranging from 50 to 400 m) in an 
attempt to recapture animals that might have emigrated from the grids. At 
Rodman areas to tlle northeast, south, and west of the grid were trapped in 
this manner. At Sllerman areas to the soutlleast, north, and east of the grid 
were trapped. 
All animals captured in the supplementary and periplleral lines were 
killed and preserved. nileasurements recortled for each individual included 
weight and length of head and body, tail, hind foot, and ear (from notch). 
External sexual condition was recorded for every female, and testis size 
(length x width) was recorded for each male. Skins (prepared flat) and skulls 
were dried, and reproductive organs (testes, epididymides, seminal vesicles, 
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ovaries, and uteri) were fixed in 10 per cent formalin. Stomachs of some 
I,. arlspers~ls and 0. capito were preserved in formalin; those of P. semi- 
spi71os1rs were examined while fresh. 
Tlie preserved reprotl~~ctive organs of many individuals were examined 
histologically. Rot11 ovaries of most females were sectioned. For most males 
whose tul~ules of the c:auda epididymis were not macroscopically visible one 
testis ant1 epitlitlynlis w;rs examinetl along with a representative sample of 
organs Irom males wit11 swollen tubules. Slices of testis and epididymis and 
wllole ovaries were embetlded in Tissuemat, serially sectioned at 10 p, and 
selected sections nlot~ntecl on slides and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. 
Tlie ditlcs were cxarninctl ior tlic presence or absence of \perm in the testis 
and epididymis or for the number of fresh corpora lutea or s i x  of follicles 
in ench ovary. In  nearly all cases, epididymal tubules that were macro- 
scopically visible contained large numbers of sperniatozoa so that males 
wllosc testis was not sectioned were consitlered fertile when their tubules 
were swollen. 
RFSU1,TS 
T R A P  RICSPONSE 
Since most metllotls lor cstimatin: mammalian po1,ul:ttion size require 
as ;I basic assumption ~ l i a t  animals ;nee being sampled r;rndomly, there should 
be no differential trap responses between marked and uninarkctl individuals, 
sexes, and species in inl~ltispecies studies. Leslie et al. (1953) have described 
methotls for testing randomness of capture within small mammal popula- 
tions, but their me~hotls assume that no dilution either by births or immip-a- 
tion occurs during the testing periods. Since none of the populations of the 
three species in tliis stutly was entirely Cree from these restrictions (breeding 
was ase:rson;~l in two of tllr species antl iin~nigration was possil)lc in all spe- 
cies), other niethotls for tlocumenting the species' trap responses llad to be 
used. As a result, the following statistics were compared between marked ancl 
unmarked individuals, sexes, populations, and species: rate of capture, mean 
number of captures per month, antl tendency to skip trap sessions between 
recaptures. 
~ < A T I C  01; CAPTURE 01: MARRED AND UNMARKED ANIMALS.-T~~S statistic 
was determined 11y totaling the number 01 marked and unmarked indi- 
viduals wllose initial capture occurred on day 1, 2 . . . , 9 of each session. 
Data for 12 sessions at Rodman and 11 sessions at Shernlan were combined, 
and a daily rate of capture for each population and species, sexes combined, 
was calculated antl is shown in Figure 7. The  diiferent frequency distribu- 
tions were comparccl, r~iin!; the Kolmogoi-ov-Smi~no\~ t vo-sanlple test. 
Results of tliis analysis showed that two species, L. ndspersus and 0. 
cnpito, were alloresponsivc (Tanaka, 1956), as marked individuals were 
captured at a significantly faster rate than unmarked individuals (Fig. 7a, b; 
P < .05). P. semispinosus was isoresponsive (Tanaka, 1956), as marked and 
unmarked individuals were captured at the same rate (Fig. 7c). There were 
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FIC. 7. Rates of capture at  Rodman (cilcles) and Sherman (triangles) of marked 
(solid figures) and unlrlalkcd (open figures) individuals of three species. 
no interpopulational differences for 0. capzto and P. sernispinosus when 
data from marked antl unmarked aniin21ls at each site were combined. Inter- 
specific coiuparisons showed that the capture rates of 0. capzto and P. senzz- 
spi770sz~s were similar antl were significantly higher than those of L. ndsper- 
sz~s  (Fig. 7d). 
FREQUENCY OF RECAPTURE.-In comparing recapture frequencies (ex- 
pressed as the average number of recaptures per month) between sexes, 
l>opulations, and spccies, all individu;~ls marked and released between June 
1966 and May 1967 were used. Data summarizing recapture frequencies are 
shown in Table 4. Significant differences in these data were determined 
using "t" tests. For all populations and species there were no  significant 
differences in frequency of recapture between males and females, and there 
wcre no interpopulation differences in the rice rat and spiny rat ( P > .05). 
0. capito and P. semispinosz~s had similar recapture frequencies (.10>P> 
.05) as did L. adspewus and P. semispinosus (P>.50), but 0. capito had a 
highcr recapture frequency than L. adspersus (.02 > P  > .01). 
TENDENCY TO SKIP TRAP SESSIONS.-As een in Table 4, some individuals 
of each species missed one or more months between recaptures. Percentages 
of L. adsperszls and P. senzispinosz~s populations with this tendency were 
similar (between 20 and 38 per cent) and were higher than in 0. capito 
populations, in which only one individual missed any sessions between 
captures at Roclman. Though there were no interpopulation or interspecific 
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TABLE 4 
TIUP RESPONSES I N  L,io~r~ys aci,sf)er~~c,s, Oryzoirlys cafiito, A N D  P~.oechirt~ys emis~~inosus  
AT ~ < O D M A N  (R) AND SI<ERMAN (S) 
Species 1,ocation Sex Mean no. captnres Rlenrl length of Peu cent indiv. 
per indiv. per 1110. :rbsence (in mos.) abscnt one or  more 
per indiv. 111os. between capt. 
I.. adspel-sus R M 1.7820.20 (1 12) 1.9620.25 (27) 24.1 
R F 1.85t.0.20 (108) 2.1320.50 (36) 33.4 
P. sernispinos~~s R M 2.3520.49 (55) 3.092 I .55 (1 1) 20.0 
R F 1.8920.50 (27) 1.33k0.44 (6) 22.2 
S M 1.81 c0 .40  (58) 3.06c1.18 (16) 27.6 
S F 1.117k0.50 (42) 2.8120.77 (16) 38.2 
Means are given 2 95% confitlence intervr~ls. N u ~ ~ l b c r  of individuals indicated in paren- 
theses. 
differences between mean length of gap in males and females (P>.05 in "t" 
tests), gaps of L. adspers~~s ancl P. serr~~ispinosz~s were significantly longer than 
those of Sherman 0. capito (.01 > P  > .001). 
Ideally, if population densities of difierent species are to be determined 
using the same method of estimation, the aninlals sllould be responding to 
t rapsin a similar rn;lnn=l-. Practic;~lly speaking, howe\-er, this situation is 
probably rare in nature. Differences in at least some components of trap 
response were seen in the three species, ancl they urtdo~rbteclly result from 
behavioral dilferences between the species. For instance, gaps in the trap 
records of female spiny pockct mice can probably be attributed to behavioral 
changes (at least with respect to traps) during the breeding season. Several 
individuals were caught prior to ant1 after, but not during, the time they 
werc pregnant or raising a litter; very few pregnant fenlalcs were trapped 
on tile grid or supp1ement;iry lines. Of the three species, 0. capito had the 
least tendency to skip trap sessions, ant1 individuals of this species could be 
accounted for with greatest certainty, particularly at Rodman. The  presence 
or absence on the grid of intlivitluals of the other two species was less certain, 
rnaking montlily estimates of their population sizes by an enumeration 
metllotl more tenuous. 
The  degree to which these sliglltly different trap responses influence 
estimates of population sizes is not known. Perhaps the most serious viola- 
tion of the assumptions involved in population estimates is the nonrandom 
sampling that occurred in three of the five populations. When marked 
animals are caught at a faster rate than unmarked animals, methods such 
as the Lincoln Index that use a ratio of nlarked to unmarked aninlals caught 
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in each trapping session will tend to underestimate population six,  and 
under these conditions Tanaka (1956) has advised against using estimation 
methods based on capture-recapture data. Interpretation of population 
densities presented next will have to be made in light of this warning and 
after considering the way in which the species' trap responses differed from 
each other. 
POPULATION SIZES AND DENSITIES 
Since marked and unmarked individuals of L. adspersus and 0. capito 
were not being sampled randomly, estimates of their populations based on 
the conventional Lincoln Index or more recent Jolly stocllastic (Jolly, 1965) 
methods might be subject to considerable error. Estimates of the P. sem,i- 
spinosils popu1;itions using these methods would be more accurate because 
this species appears to be isoresponsive to traps. T o  see whether conven- 
tional inetllods coultl he used on members of the marked populations only, 
the procedure for determining rate of capture of marked ant1 unmarked 
animals described in the last section was applied to marked animals. Indi- 
viduals caught in the session following that in which they were marked were 
considered "unm;rrked"; when captured in later sessions, they were con- 
sidered "m;~rked." The  clay (1-9) of first capture within those sessions was 
recorded, data froill all months were combined, and the rates of capture for 
those two classes of individu;tls were co~npared using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
two-sample test. Results of this procedure sllowed that in two populations, 
those of L. adspel-sus and Rodman 0. capito, individuals with more trap 
experience were caught at a faster rate than those with less experience 
(P<.05). Thus, even within the marked segments of two populations, all 
animals were not reacting to traps in a uniforrn manner. 
In order to avoid using an estimation method based on assumptions 
known to be violated by tlie animals in this study, I have relied on direct 
enz~mel-at ion to determine monthly population sizes. This method considers 
monthly populations to consist of all animals caught during a particular 
trapping session plus those marked previously, skipping that session, but 
reappearing in tlle traps in a later session and is based on the premise that 
a high percentage of the actual population enters the traps each month. 
Because most animals caught in a trapping session entered a trap by tlie 
seventll day (see Fig. 7d), I feel these direct counts give a reasonable estimate 
of the number of animals inhabiting the grids each month. As a check on 
these values, monthly populations were also estimated using the modified 
Lincoln Intlex of Lidicker (1966). 
In calculating population densities, I added to the basic grid (5.06 ha) 
a strip equal in width to the average distance between successive captures 
for each species (see section on Movements and Home Range Sizes). At 
Rodman the areas used in the calculations were 8.54 ha for L. adspersus, 
9.34 ha for 0. capito, and 9.03 ha for P. semispinosus. On the side of the 
Rodinan g~ic! nearest tlle road (see Fig. 3), a strip 25 111 wide was used for 
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each species, as no marked animals were captured across the road during 
peripheral trapping in May 1967. At Sherman the areas were 9.68 ha for 
0. cnpito and 9.20 ha for P. semispinoszls. 
For each species, monthly changes in population density are illustrated 
in Figure 8 and are discussed below. 
L. adspersus.-The spiny pocket mouse had the highest population 
density of any species throughout the year at Rodman (Fig. 8). Density 
averaged about 10 per lla from June to October, and then it declined to 
about 5.5 per ha in Felxuary and March. A slight upswing owing to the 
recruitment of juveniles occurred in April; then followetl another decline 
in May and early June.  Altllough only 29 individuals were caught on the 
grid in June  1966, the population at that time was estimated to contain at 
least 71 animals. The  low catch in June was likely the result of using a less 
attractive bait (banana only) than was subsequently employed. Based on the 
presulned resident status of many individuals first marked in July and 
August, i t  was estimated that 71 individuals, rather than the 29 actually 
caugllt, rcsidecl on the g-id in June. In all nlontlls except July, the enumer- 
ation and I h c o l n  Index estimates were in quite good agreement (Fig. 8). 
In  July the recapture of only a few animals marked in June caused the 
Lincoln Index to badly overestimate the population size in that month. I t  is 
possible that both mcthods of estimation consistently underestimated popu- 
lation size because of the alloresponsive behavior of this species. During the 
year bionlass (wet weight) of L. udspersus varied from 208 to 629 gm per ha. 
0. capita.-This species 113d the lowest population tlensitics of the three 
spccies in both forests (Fig. 8). Levels were low on both grids in June 1966. 
Later in the rainy season dcnsitics of both populations increased, reached 
pexks of 3.2 per h;r in October at liotlman antl 1.3 per Ila in Novernbcr at 
Sherin;~n, and then steadily dcclined to the same low levels that had prc- 
vailed nearly :I ycar earlier. Tllrougllout nlost of the year, the Sherman 
po~~ulat ion apparcntly was 1;irgcr than that at llotlnlan. Both mcthods of 
population estimation yielded siirlilar rcsults which likely underestimate 
actual densities. 13iomass in this species v:lried from 9 to 159 gm per ha at 
Ilodin;~n and lronl 15 to 214 gin per ha at Sl~crrnan. 
P. se,nispinos~rs.-Popt~latio~ls of the spiny rat were similar to tllose of 
the rice rat in that they were at low lcvels in Junc  1966, increased toward 
the entl of the rainy season, antl then cleclined throughout the 1967 dry 
season (Fig. 8). At Kotlman, density was 1.1 per ha in June biit increased 
nearly four-fold (to 3.8 pcr In)  by October and rernained there for three 
nlontlls before declining to 0.6 per lla in June 1967. Throughout the year 
densities of P. serni.spin,osz~s at Sllcrinan were greater than thosc at Rotlman, 
but Iluctuations were similar: from an initial density of 2.3 per ha, the 
population incrcasetl to a level 01' about 5.0 to 5.6 per lla from September 
tllrougll November; this was followed by a steady declinc to a density of 
about 1.0 per ha in May 1967. Both rnetllocls of population estimation are 
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FIG. 8. Estitilates of densities in a year in five populations of three species. Estimates 
based on actual counts (solid lines) and niodified Lincoln Index (dashed lines) for Rodman 
(solid circles) and Shernian (open circles) populations. Vertical lines indicate 1 S.E. of  
Lincoln Index estilnate. 
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in close agreement (Fig. 8) and are likely to reflect actual population dens- 
ities because this species is isoresponsive towards traps. Biomass varied from 
125 to 1099 gm per ha at Rodman and from 278 to 1600 gm per ha at 
Sherman. 
JURVIVORSI-IIP AND LONGEVITY 
Because survivorship could not be measured directly (emigration was 
always a potentially confounding factor), disappearance rates were used in 
estimating survival rates. In calculating disappearance rates, only those 
animals whose age at disappearance could be estimated with an accuracy of 
-+ one month were used. This meant that for all species except L. ndspersus 
data from animals first marked as adults had to be disregarded. Since L. 
aclspersus is a seasonal breeder, all adults were arbitrarily considered to be 
born in February, the midpoint of the breeding season. Based on observed 
rates of maturation, juvenile I>. adspe~sus  and 0. capito were considered 
to be 1-2 months old, subadults 3 months old, and young adults 4 nlonths 
old. For P. semispinosus juveniles were judged to be 1-3 months old and 
subadults 4-6 months old. Whenever adequate data were available, mean 
ages at disappearance were calculated for each sex, population, and species. 
In  the two year-round breetling species, 0. cnpito and P. sernispinoszis, those 
animc~ls born in the first half of the year were analyzed separately from those 
born in the last half of tlle year. Significant differences in disappearance rates 
were tested for, using the \Vilcoxon two-sample test. 
T h e  above analysis considers only those animals old enough to enter 
traps or older. T o  estimate early juvenile survival, another procedure was 
used. The  number of pregnant or lactating resident females captured on 
tlle <grids, and therefore the expected number of litters, was totaled each 
month and multiplied by the average litter size to arrive at an expected 
number of juveniles that would be added to the trappable population ap- 
proximately one month later for L. udspersus and 0. capito and two 
months later for P. semispinos~is. Then the number of unmarked juveniles 
actually trapped each inontll was conlpared with the expected number, and 
an index of juvenile survi\,al, the ratio ot observcd to expected, was calcu- 
lated. Inclividual L. adsperszis and 0. capilo that were subadults when first 
marked were recorded in the "Observed" column in the month they would 
have been juveniles, usually one month earlier. Older juvenile P. semi- 
spinoszrs were likewise entered in the "Observed" column in the month 
wlien they were most likely weaned. In this analysis it was assumed that 
rates of juvenile emig~ation and immigration equalled each other. 
As a check on the estimated rates of s~~rvivorship based on disappear- 
ance rates, direct and indirect estimates of longevity were made. Direct 
estimates, of course, were based on the trap-revealed longevities of recap- 
tured individuals. Indirect estimates were made by studying tooth wear in 
the sacrificed samples. Sacrificed juveniles were aged by noting the number 
of erupted molars present (e.g., 52 = 2 nlolars erupted, 53 = 3 molars 
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erupted). De<gree of wear seen in the upper cheek teeth of sacrificed adults 
was scorecl using an arbitrary scale ranging from 0 (no wear) to 6 (extreme 
wear). Typical examples of three tooth wear categories in each species are 
shown in Figure 9. Because absolute ages could not be applied to any of the 
categories except the earliest one, sacrificed animals were assigned to one 
of two relative ages, "young adults" (categories 1-3) or "old adults" (cate- 
gories 4-6). I t  must be reinembered that "longevities" in this study are 
based on survivorship, not mortality, data and thus are minimal estimates 
of longevity under natural conditions. 
The  spiny pocket mouse offered a unique opportunity to estimate 
longevity because it  is a seasonal breeder. Based on cheek-tooth wear, sacri- 
ficed adults were assigned to a year-class representing the year in which they 
were born. Thus, animals with worn molars taken in the early months of 
the stutly were assigned to the 1965 year-class (it is doubtful that representa- 
tives of earlier classes would be alive in mid-1966), and animals with similar 
wear taken in the 1967 breeding season were assigned to the 1966 year-class. 
The  accuracy of my assignments could be tested because in June, 1967, all 
individuals on the Rodman grid were killecl and preserved. In all cases, 
known members of the 1966 year-class, based on mark and release records, 
were properly assigned to that class; the same was true of individuals of the 
1967 year-class. Therefore, I feel confident in the ability to distinguish 
between year-classes in this species. 
Estimates of the rate of tooth wear in members of the 1966 year-class 
of L. ndspersz~s can be ~natle by examining the distribution of tooth wear 
among monthly sacrificetl sarnples (Fig. 10). In June  1966, intlivid~als evi- 
denced little wear on their cheek teeth. Each lnontll thereafter the average 
amount of wear increased at a fairly regular rate. Individual variation was 
quite lligh from August to December, owing in part to variation in tlates of 
birth of the preserved indivitluals. By June  1967 surviving members of the 
1966 year-class llad very worn cheek teeth. 
L. ndspc~-sz~,s.-The mean age at clisappearance in this species, 9.22 mo, 
was significantly greater than that of the other two species (Table 5). T h e  ages 
of males ailcl females were similar, and the rate of disappearance was quite 
constant, averaging about 17 per cent per inontll (Fig. 11). At least 25 per 
cent of tlle members of the 1966 year-class survived one year or more. 
Judging from the close agreement between the expected and observed 
number of juveniles (Table 6), juvenile mortality may be quite low in this 
species. 
Direct estimates of longcvity were obtained for seven individuals (one 
male, six females), wliich were approximately 15-16 months of age when 
last captured. Among animals in the preserved sample, at  least one indi- 
vidual of the 1965 year-class was collected in each of tlle following months 
in 1966: June (one male, one Ccmale), August (one male, one female), c.-:>- 
tember (one female), and November (one female). I t  is likely that the l a w r  
female was around 21 months old when sacrificed. Mernbcrs of the 1966 year- 
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FIG.  9. Selectcd exalriplcs of tooth wear in right upper cheek teeth of: A, L. ad- 
sbersus; I%, 0. cnl~ito; and C ,  P. serni.\f~inosus. Similar categories represent approximately 
si~rlilar anrounts of wear bu t  not similar absolute ages. 
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TOOTH WEAR 
Frc;. 10. 1)istril)ution of montllly sa~nples of the 1966 year-class of L. adsfiersus .v 
c;rtcgories of wear of check teeth. N ~ u l ~ b c r  of indivicluals indicated at  left. S(,!irl t r i a n ~ l e s  
itldicatc Illcan morltllly values. 
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'TABI,E 5 
Acr OF DISAI'I'EAKANCE OF INDIVIDUALS I N  L i o ~ t ~ y s  arl~perst~s, Oryzotnys capito, 
AND P r o c c t i i ~ i ~ y ~  senzispinos~ts 
S ~ ~ e c i c s  Location Half of year Sex N Mean age (months) 
L. ndspersz~s Rodman . . . . . .  R.1 66 8.84 
. . . . . . F  70 9.60 
0. cnpito I l o d t ~ ~ a n  F ir\t M  & 1, 12 4.66 
Srcontl M & F  21 4.00 
S l i e ~ ~ i i a n  Fir51 M & F  17 5.11 
Sccontl R4 L F  37 4.76 
P. sernisfiinosu.~ Rod~nati First M & F  29 6.15 
Sccond M L F  16 3.81 
Sl~erman I i r s t  M L F  27 7.97 
Sccontl M L F  20 4.70 
class comprised 95 per cent of the adult sample of 19 in January 1967, but 
their numbers had tleclined to 35 per cent 01' tlic adult sample of 31 in June 
1967 (see Fig. 15). These data on survivorship indicate that while some indi- 
viduals inay live more than a year antl a half, most members of a year-class 
c-lisappear from the population by the cnd of the next breeding season. T h e  
data suggest ellat tlie disappearance curve for this species (Fig. 11) approxi- 
mates a survivorship curve which has the formula y = 107.52 - 6 . 6 4 ~  
(Fig. 12). 
0. ccrpilo.-Thc mean agc at disappearance of this rice rat, 4.62 mo, was 
significantly lower than that of I>. adspe~lzus (P<.05; Table 5). Because of 
the s~nal l  sample of females, data from both sexcs were combined at both 
localities. There were no seasonal differences in mean age at disappearance 
at  either locality, and diKerences between localities were not statistically 
significant. As seen in Figure 11, in which data from botll localities are 
combined, the disappearance rate of this species was much higher than that 
of I , .  a(1spersus. No animals whose known age was 9 mos or older remained 
on the grids. Because only about one-third of the expected juveniles were 
accounted for (Table 7), juvenile niortality is high in this species. Similar 
low rates of juvenile survival were seen on hot11 grids. 
1 have few dircct estimates of longevity in this species. No individual 
was observed for more than sevcn months on eitllcr grid. At Rodman, one 
malc marked as a subadult (2-3 mos old) was about eight months old when 
it  died; its tooth wear index at death was fi. One female, also marked as a 
subadult, disappeared when about eight months old. At Sherman, one male 
antl one female were esti~nated to have lived for eight and nine months 
respectively; the female's tooth wear index at  death was 6. 
If the degree of tooth wear seen in these two individuals whose age at 
death was known is representative of the populations in general, cheek 
teeth wear quite rapidly in  this species. Relative ages of preserved subadults 
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FIG. 11. Ratcs of disapljcarancc of ~iiarked aniruals. For P~.oechinays, circles = Rod- 
Inan, squares = Sherman; solid sy~lbols = a~ii~iials born in tllc wct season; open sym- 
bols = animals born in the dry season. 
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and adults (sexes combined), as judged by tooth wear, are shown in Table 8. 
Since 22-43 per cent of these adults were at least six months old (categories 
4-6) when captured, these ages are apparently attained inore frequently by 
animals surviving early juvenile life than indicated by the disappearance 
curve (Fig. 11). 
Data on tooth wear suggest that the disappearance curve of this species 
(Fig. 11) underestimates survivorship somewhat, probably owing to emigra- 
tion. T o  arrive at a survivorship curve that is in better agreement with 
I- 
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JUVFNII.I:, SURVIVORSHIP I N  I.. U ~ S / I ~ J - S Z L S  
Month No. females pregnant No. juvcnilcs No. juvcnilcs Per cent survival 














Total  51.2 51 100 
* Not incll~clcd in Total. Juveniles wcrc asstuneti to I)ccorr~c tral)pal,lc one morl t l~ after 
l)scgnan! or  lactating kunalcs wcsc scco~.dctl. 
information provitletl by sacrificed animals, a inodification of the disappear- 
ance curve is needed. In making this modification, I am assuming that 10 
per cent of the population that attains a trappable age is still alive at an age 
01 nine months. This is a reasonable assu~nption based on the distribution 
o l  relative ages in the combined Rodman and Sherman preserved samples 
M O N T H S  A F T E R  B I R T H  
I .  12. Adjuslcd survivorsl i i~~ curves of three species of rodents. 
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TABLE 7 
JUVENII.E SURVIVORSHII' I N  0. capit0 A N D  P. ~ C r l l i ~ f 7 i n 0 ~ ~ ~  AT RODMAN (R) AND SHERMAN (S) 
Month No. fernales pregnant No. juveniles No. juveniles Per cent survival 
o r  lactating expected observed 


























Tota l  10.0 37.5 8 2s  80 75 
* Not included ill Total .  Juveniles were assumed to bcconle trappable one month (in 
0. caf~ito)  o r  two months (in P. S C I ~ I ~ ' S ~ ~ ~ ? I O S I L S )  after pregnant or lactating femalcs were 
recorded. 
(Table 8). Values for months 4 to 8 in the disappearance curve were sim- 
ilarly adjusted by the addition of 10 per cent to each. Because only about one- 
third of the expected juveniles survived to a trappable age (Table 7), 33 per 
cent was used as an estimate of survivorship to age one month. Values for 
subsequent months were derived as fractions of the population attaining an 
age of one month. The  survivorship curve resulting from these adjustments 
follows the formula log y = 1.818 - 0 . 1 4 7 ~  and, after the intercept is ad- 
justed to 1.000, is sllown in Figure 12. The  curve indicates that few indi- 
viduals live more than one year under natural conditions. 
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Spccics and Imcation Tooth Wear Category Total 
specimens 
G I 2 3 4 5 6  
0. ccl$ito Kodrnan 
0. cnpito Sharrnan 
P. sern~spznosz~s.--Owing to small sample sizes, estimates of survivorship 
are likely to be least reliable for this species. According to available infor- 
mation (sexes combined), there was a marked difference in age at disappear- 
ance between animals horn in the first half of the year (primarily the dry 
season) and tllose born in the second halt of tlie year (the wet season). Those 
born in January through June at both localities had a significantly greater 
mean age at disappearance and lower rate of disappealance than those born 
in July through December (P<.05; Table 5 and Fig. 11). Within each half 
of the year, disappearance rates were higher at Rodman than Sherman 
(P<.05). As in L. adspe~sus, juvenile mortality in P. sernispznosus was ap- 
parently rather low, as nearly 80 per cent of the expected number of juveniles 
were accounted for at each locality (Table 7). Although numbers are too 
small to have any significance, recruitment success was lowe~t  in the first 
half of 1967, a time when juvenile survivorship should have been high. 
Estimates of mini~uum longevities are available for seven individuals - 
recaptured several times. At Rodrnan, three males and one female were 
estimated to be at least 12, 14, 20, and 13 months old, respectively, when 
last captured. The  oldest male hat1 a toot11 wear index of 3. At Sherman, one 
male and two females were judged to be at least 17 months old when sacri- 
ficed, and their indices of tooth wear were 1, 1, and 3, respectively. Data 
on toot11 wear from these individuals indicate that molar wear in this 
species is slow. 
Sexes were combined in Table 8 as there were no significant differences 
in the distribution of adult males and females in the different tooth wear 
categories. When the proportions of "young" to "old" adults were compared 
at each locality using Chi-square, there were significantly more "young" 
than "old' animals captured at Rodman (P<.oog), but the proportions of 
those classes were equal at Sherman (P>.25). Because there were sig- 
nificantly more "old" adults caught at Sherman than at Rodman, survival 
rates were probably highel at Sherman. T h e  disappearance curves (Fig. 11) 
tend to bear this out. In  both populations animals classified as "young" 
adults could be a year and a half old or older, and "old" adults are still 
older. Since 23 to 36 per cent of all sacrificed adults had well-worn teeth 
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(categories 4-6), it is evident that animals two years old or older are common 
in populations of this rodent. Once spiny rats reach adulthood, they ap- 
parently have a high survival rate. 
The  disappearance curves of this species (Fig. 11) clearly underestimate 
survivorship and, like that of the rice rat, are probably affected by emigra- 
tion. T o  provide a more realistic picture of survivorship, the curves require 
modification, but, because of the problems involved with seasonal differences 
in rates of disappearance (survival) and differences between localities, pool- 
ing of the tlata sce~ris unwa~ranted. However, a generalizetl survivorsllip curve 
can be tlerived by using avail;~blc data and :~ssuming that the spiny rat 
populations are stationary (see Discussion) antl that lnortality is age-constant. 
As indicated in Table 7, survivorsllip from ages 0 to 2 months was approx- 
imately 80 per cent. Using this information, a survivorsllip curve was drawn 
on semilog paper, whicll when combinetl with data 011 age at sexual maturity 
antl natality rates, gave a net reproductive rate, R,,, 01' 1.00. This curve, 
which follows the formula log y = 1.9902 - 0.0400x, is sllown in Fig. 12. 
ACE STRUCTURES AND SEX RATIOS 
Distribution of ages and sexes at monthly intervals was determined 
using the combinetl data from grids and supplementary lines. Deviations 
from the expectetl 1:1 sex ratio for immature and mature aniln;lls were 
tested for by (:hi-square using the same data. In instances wliere tllc null 
llypotllesis of no tlifference in proportion of males to females was rejected, 
subsample (monthly) variation in sex ratio was testetl for under tlle null 
hypotliesis tll;~t ~iiontlily variations were no greater than those owing to 
chance. I n  no case was tlle sul,sample null Ilypothesis rejected, allowing the 
major null hypothesis to be clearly interpreted. Montllly changes in age 
slructure are sllown in Fi31r1-e 13, ant1 sex r;~tios within each population are 
found in 'I'able 9. 
L. citls;bc~-.szts.-Age structure in the spiny pocket inouse population re- 
flected the seasonal breeding in this species (Fig. 13). IYlren the study began 
in June  1966, breetling liatl ceased, antl Sew ilmnatrlres were taken from 
then until December antl January. Starting in February the population was 
clorninatetl to 21 greater extent e;lch month by young produced in the 1967 
brectling season (Figs. 13 and 15). Sex ratios did not tlifI'er significantly from 
unity in botll immature ant1 adult age cl:~sses (Table 9). 
0. cnpito.-In conformance with the year-round breeding in this species, 
irnrnatures were taken in every month at Sllerrnan antl in every month ex- 
cept February at Rodman (Fig. 13). At Rodman, juveniles and subadults 
were most common in the wet season, when population levels were highest. 
At Sherman, those age classes formed a fairly stable portion of the popula- 
tion througllout tlle year. 
Sex ratio among ;ttlults in each 0. capito population tended to be 
biased, significantly so at Sherman, towards rnales (Table 9). Among irnma- 
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TABLE 9 
SEX RATIOS IN Lio111y~ ~ A ~ I C Y S I L A ,  O~)]zot1 iys  capito, AND Procchii~zys s e ~ / ~ i s f ) i n o s t ~ s  
AT RODMAN (R) AND SHERMAN (S) 
Species Location C; 01 Sp .\ge and sex 
Immatarc Adult 
8 8 9 9 8 8 9 9 
I.. a r l ~ p e r ~ c ~ s  R 
R 
G ,  grids; SIJ, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~y lincs. Significant dc\iatiotis ft-OIII ! : I  I-alio are indicated by 
;~stcrisks, * = .05>11>.01; * *  = 1'<.OU5. 
tures, sex ratios did not differ from unity on the grids but were biased 
towards one sex or the other in tlle supplenlentary catches. The  greater 
mobility of adult niales (see section on Movement Patterns and Home Range 
Size) may account for l r l~~cl i  of the tlisp;~rity in sex ratios, particularly in the 
supplenientary lines wlierc ~riore nlobile animals wor~ltl have a lligller prob- 
;rbility of capture. Wlletller the truc sex ratios in these rice rat populations 
clcviilte from unity is open to question. 
P. scwiispinos~is.-Populations of the spiny rat, like those of the rice rat, 
contained immature intlividuals throughout the year (Fig. 13). At both 
localities, juveniles ancl subadults forrrled a larger proportion of the popu- 
lation during nlost of tlle wet season (June througll December) than during 
the dry season (January tlirough April). This seasonal change in composition 
is prolnbly the result of seasonal differences in the survival rate of iinma- 
tures. As indicated above, aniinals born in the dry and early wet seasons had 
a significantly higher rate of survival than those born later in the wet season. 
As a result, the populations contained inore subadults in the wet season 
than in the clry season. 
Sex ratios in each P. sernispinoszis population tended to deviate from 
unity in favor of inales among adults but, with one exception, not among 
iinlnatures (Table 9). Because the moverrlent patterns of males ancl females 
were similar, i t  is doubtful that greater male mobility can account for the 
unequal sex ratios. Perhaps adult females have a higher mortality rate than 
males in this species. 
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FIG. 13. Pcrceritagcs of juveniles (stil~l>led), subadults (vertical hatch), and adults 
(diagonal hatcll) in three species at Rodman (R) and Sl~erman (S). Rectangles to the right 
of the 1)oxes represent sar~ll~le sizr and age composition of a collection made at Rodman in 
1)eccmbcr 1967. 
POPULATION ECOLOGY OF NEOTROPICAL RODENTS 
REPRODUCTION 
Reproductive data wcre obtained from animals marked and released 
on the grids and from those collected in the supplementary lines. Because 
data from both sources were often complementary, they have been pooled 
to arrive at  a fairly complete picture of the reproductive biology of tlie three 
species. 
Annual productivity, tlefined as the number of offspring a female is 
potentially capable of producing in a year, was determined by noting the 
number of pregnancies experienced by feinales recaptured in two or more 
months. These data, expressed as number of litters produced per month, 
were averaged for all individuals of each species and were then converted 
to a hypothetical yearly rate, which when multiplied by the average litter 
size gave annual procluctivity. Some early pregnancies were missed as evi- 
denced by capture of lactating animals that had not been previously recorded 
as being pregnant, and the data wcre corrected to account for these preg- 
nancies. It  is still possible that other early pregnancies were missed, which 
would cause productivity to be underestimated. 
Liomys ndspersus.-Annual cycle: This spiny pocket mouse is a seasonal 
breeder; both males and females are reproductively active for a portion of 
the year only. In  females, judging from external signs (condition of vagina 
and nipples and presence of pa1p;tblc embryos), breeding probably began 
late in November, reaclietl a peak in March ant1 April, and declined there- 
after (Table 10). Histological examination revcaletl that females were anes- 
trous from June to Septeiliber 1966 and froill April to  June  1967 (Fig. 15). 
They contained maturing rollicles beginning in October and corpora lutea 
TABLE 10 
REPRODUCTIVE CONDITION OF ADULT FEMALES OF L. U ~ S ~ I ~ ~ S ~ L S  
Kumber of individuals 
Month Pregnant ,Laclating or Perforate Iir~perforate Total 
postlactating vagina vagina % active 
June 0 
July o 
Aogu~ t  0 
S ~ Q ~ C I I I  b c ~  0 
Octobcr 0 
Novcm ber 0 
Deceml,cr 1 
J,rnuai y 4 
February 5 




Data I'rorn grid arld supplcrnentnry lines are combined. 
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FIG. 14. Variation in size of testis, exl>ressed in square tnillirneters (length x width), 
in adult L. adsfiersus. Standard diagrams indicate ranges, tncans, 95% confidence intervals, 





FIG. 15. Relationships of fertility to age and season in sacrificed males (circles) and 
fernales (triangles) of L. adsf~el-sus  by year-class (separated by dashed lines). Open sym- 
bols = anestrous or infertile individuals; half-closed symbols = maturing individuals; 
closed syrrlbols = fertile individuals. Pregnant females indicated by short line below symbol. 
Tooth wear indices indicate relative age (see text). 
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in the period December to March. Prcgnant females were captured from 
December through April. 
Adult males undergo a similar reproductive cycle. Testes and epididy- 
micles, abdominal in most atlult males in June and July 1966, began to in- 
crease in size August ancl were largest October to April (Fig. 14). Testes 
of males born in 1966 began to regress at the end of April 1967, and at this 
time young of tlle year that had attained aclult size (115 mm+ body length) 
still hat1 small testes. Thus, inlertile males lacking spermatozoa in their 
testes antl epitlidymitles formet1 the bulk of the population in June and July 
1966 and in April, May, antl June 1967 (Fig. 15). Though most of the indi- 
vicluals at these times were young of the year, males from earlier year-classes 
were infertile also. Reproduc:tivc activity began earlier (in August and Sep- 
tember) in rn;lles than in lemales. 
Annual protlr~ctivity: Basetl on the records of 19 individuals, each fe- 
male spiny pocket rnouse protluces an average of 1.44 litters per year. Most 
(22 of 24) fenlales on the grit1 produced only one litter each in the 1967 
breeding season, but two females were known to have produced two litters 
each. All atlult females living on the grid bred at  least once in 1967. Because 
females apparently undergo reduced activity (at least around traps) when 
pregnant, only five pregnant females were disscctetl. T h e  number of em- 
bryos in these individuals ranged f ron~  two to four with an average of 3.2 
(Table I I ) .  This value is close to tlle 3.5 young per litter protluced by captive 
Lionlys p i r t~ i s  (Eisenberg, 1963). Combining data on frequency and size of 
litters and assuming little or no litter mortality, adult I.. adsperszrs produce, 
on the average, 4.5 young per year. 
Age at sexual maturity: Young fern;tlcs born early in  the breeding 
season may come into estrus before that season ends (Fig. 15). In  April 1967 
two subadults hat1 swollen vaginas that corresponded-in appearance to the 
procstrous condition of Pcrognathz~s 2ongimembri.c. tlcscribed by Hayden 
et 211. (1966). One preservetl lemale of the 1967 year-class was pregnant. I n  
the Unitcd States National Nluseum's I'anama collection, a t  least four young 
lemales of this species were pregnant antl ;I filth was lactating when collectecl 
TAHLE 11 
ANNIJAL P R O D U ~ T I ~ I . I Y  OF io~r lys  a d ~ ~ e ~ ' i ~ ~ ~ ,  Oryz071lys c(zf)ito, AND Proecl~i~nys ~ernisfiinosus 
Species N Avg. no. litters Avg. Avg. no. young 
per year litlcr size per female per year 
Means arc givcn L- 95% conlidcncc intervals. Ranges of observations are indicated in 
parenlhescs. 
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in the 1962 dry season in western Panama. Eisenberg and Isaac (1963) re- 
ported that the earliest age of conception in captive L. pictus was 98 days. 
Field data from this study indicate this situation may also obtain in L. ad- 
sperszu. Although some females may attain sexual maturity a t  about three 
months of age, i t  is probable that most do  not become pregnant until the 
following breeding season when they are nearly one year old. 
Males apparently take longer to reach sexual maturity than females. 
No young males were fertile in the breeding season in which they were born 
(Fig. 15). Testes of most males caught in the periods June through August 
1966 and May and June 1967 measured 20-150 mm2. (length x width) and 
were devoitl of sperm. Meiotic activity within primary spermatocytes was 
noted in testes 35 mm2 and larger, but seminiferous tubules usually lacked 
secondary spermatocytes before testes reached a size of 100 mm2. In  males 
with a testis size of 150-220 inm2, active spermiogenesis was occurring, but 
there was little or no sperm in the cauda epididymides. Few individuals 
with testes within this size range were taken compared with larger numbers 
wit11 smaller or larger testes, suggesting that testis growth is rapid during 
this stage of sexual m;tturation. Males with testes 240 mm2 or larger were 
actively producing large numbers of sperinatozoa which filled the epididy- 
ma1 tubules causing them to expand greatly in size. Eisenberg (1963) meas- 
ured the scrota1 sac (testis plus epidiclymis) of maturing I-. $ictus and found 
that testis growth clitl not level off until males were approximately five 
~rionths oi age. The  situation appeared to be similar in L. adspersus so that 
males, like many females, tlo not breed until nearly one year of age. 
O l y z o n l y ~  capzto.-Annual cycle: In  Pananla this species of rice rat 
bleeds year-round. Females and males in both populations in the Canal 
Zone were reproductively active throughout the year (Table 12 and Fig. 16). 
Although number of individuals is small, there were no  discernible peaks 
ol reproductive activity, and at least 50 per cent of the females of all ages 
caught each lnontll were in breeding condition. As determined irom the - 
sacrificetl sample, testes of adult males did not appear to vary significantly 
in size during tllc year (Fig. 17). This was supported by observations of 
released intlivitluals. Adults recaptured several times over a period of several 
months showed no noticeable iluctuations in testis size as determined by 
palpation. Four atlults collected at Sherman contained small numbers of - A 
spernintozoa along with many spermatogonia and primary spermatocytes in  
their cauda epididyniides. This perhaps indicates that, while the population 
as a whole never becomes reprotluctively quiescent, individual males may 
undergo periodic lulls in reproductive activity. 
Annual productivity: Based on the records of 34 individuals, females 
of this species are capable of producing 6.06 litters each per year (Table 11). 
Females in both populations had similar rates of litter production. Several 
females were known to produce two litters in rapid succession which suggests 
tliat females undergo a post-partum estrus. As seen in Table 11, litter size 
in this species is 3.92. Litter size in 0. capito in Panama is probably com- 
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TABLE 12 
REPRODUCTIVE CONDITION OF FEMALES OF 0. capita AND P. semis$inosus 
AT RODMAN (R) AND SHERMAN (S) 
Number of individuals 
Month Pregnant Lactating or Perforate Imperforate Total  01, active 
postlactating vagina vagina 



























Data f ro~n grids and supplementary lines are con~bincd.  
paiable to values of 3.0, 5.0, and 3.7 to 6.0 reported for O ~ y z o m y s  palustrzs 
in the United States by Svihla (1931), Conaway (1954), and Negus et al. 
(1961), respectively. Combining rate of litter production (6.1 per year) with 
average litter size (3.9), each female can produce an average of 23.7 young 
per year (Table 11). Because few females live a year in  the wild, their repro- 
ductibe output is probably much less than this hypothetical value. 
Tllougll based on a small number of observations, there was a tendency 
in 0. capzto for the number of embryos zn zltero to be larger in  larger (older) 
individuals. Three females less than 110 mm in body length had an average 
of 2.3 embryos while 11 females greater than 110 lnm in body length aver- 
aged 4.5 embryos. Young females of 0. palustrzs have smaller litters than 
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FIG. 16. Relationships oE fertility to age and season in sacrificed males (circles) and 
fcnlalrs (triangles) of 0. cafiilo. Symbols as in Figure 15. 
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1 : ~ : .  17. Tcstis si7e in sacrificed atlr~lts of 0. capita. Symbols as in Figure 14. 
older ones (Svihla, 1931). An average of 2.1 embryos was found in each 
uterine horn in 11 specimens. Two c,ises of- unilateral pregnancies were ob- 
served, ancl in each the eml~ryos occurred in the left uterine horn. Left 
ovaries of these indivitluals contained corpora lutea of pregnancy while the 
right ovaries were inactive. A similar situation occurs in 0. pnlzistris (Negus 
et al., 1961). 
Age at sexual maturity: As in 0. palustris (Conaway, 1954), male and 
lemale 0. capito beconle sexu;llly mature at an age of less than two months. 
Several Ieniales in juvenal pelage were pregnant or thc vagina was perforate. 
Those jr~veniles were probably less than 50 clays old, judging from the growth 
rate of 14 laboratory reared 0. cclpito. Males in wllicli the hotly length was 
105 rnnl or more (55-65 days of ;rge) had large numbers of spermatozoa in 
the seniiniferous tubules and epitlidymitles. Minimum testis s i ~ e  in fertile 
males was 45 mrn2. Too few indivitluals were preserved to follow sexual 
maturation in detail in this species. 
Proechzmys serni~pznosu~.-Annual cycle: Like the rice rat, adult spiny 
rats arc reproductively active throughout the year. In both populations 
usually 50 per cent or more ot the atlult females were active each month 
(Table 12). Proportions of pregnant to nonpregnant adults were similar in 
both wet ancl dry seasons at both localities, but there was a significantly 
higher proportion of pregnant females in the period January through June 
than in July through December at Rodnian (Chi-square = 13.31; P<.001). 
Pregnant females were taken in every month except July at Rodman and in 
every month at Sherman. 
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Although fertile males were found throughout the year (Fig. 18), size 
of testis in males 220 mm or more in body length varied seasonally (Fig. 19). 
Mean monthly testis sizes were similar in Rodman and Sherman adults so 
that those data are combined in Figure 19. In both populations, testes of 
adults collected in October and November were significantly smaller, both 
absolutely and relatively, than those of adults taken in August, September, 
March, and April (P<.05 using the Wilcoxon two-sample test). Since the 
observed fluctuations are within the range in which inales are considered 
fertile (testis size 195 mmzf), the physiological significance of these fluctu- 
ations is not known. I t  may be that some males undergo reduced sperma- 
togenic activity, but fertile males still form a significant portion of the popu- 
lation in October and November. The  fluctuations in testis size apparently 
do not affect breeding activity because the proportion of pregnant to non- 
pregnant females was similar in the period of reduced testis size (September 
to February) and increased testis size (March to August) in both populations 
(Rodman Chi-square = 0.88, P>.50; Sherman Chi-square = 4.62, . lo> 
P>.05). Rainey (1956) noted fluctuations in the size of adult Neotoma 
floridana testes but felt that male fertility was not affected by these fluctu- 
ations. 
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1:rc. 18. Rclatiotisllip of iertility to age ant1 season in sacrificed ~nales (circles) and 
females (triangles) of P. sCr~lis@inoszc.~. Symbols as in Figure 15. 
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I'lc. 19. Testis size in sacrificed P. seinis@inosz~s adults 220 mm+ in  body length. 
Kodnrau ;tntl Shcrri~xn sa~nl>lcs arc combined. Syrnbols as in Figure 14. 
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Annual productivity: Based on thc observed pregnancy rates of 15 re- 
captured individuals, each female P. semispinoszls is capable of producing 
4.68 litters per year (Table 11). One adult female that was followed for 12 
montlls produced five litters (in June, August, October, February, and May). 
llates oC litter production were similar for females in both populations. 
T h e  observed productivity can be c11ec:ked by using the method of Emlen 
;und Davis (1948). In the year, 67 of 126 preserved Ce~nales (53.1 per cent) 
195 mm or more in body length were visibly pregnant: Substituting this 
value into the formula F 1 x T / G ,  where F = frequency of pregnancy, 
I = per cent visibly pregnant, T = length of time during which specimens 
were collected, and C = gestation period, we get F = 0.531 x 365151. Ges- 
tation period in P. semispinoszts has recently been determined by Tesh 
(1970a). F, the number of litters in one year, in this case is 3.80, which is 
sliglltly lower than the observed value. 
Since several captured females were pregnant and lactating, it is prob- 
able that this species undergoes a post-partum estrus. Average litter size, 
based on 51 pregnant females, was 2.49. Thus assuming no litter mortality 
(see below), an adult female spiny rat could produce, on the average, about 
11.6 young per year (Table : 1). 
In P. semispinoszcs, litter size does not increase with an increase in 
female's age because litter size was not correlated with body length (P>.05 
using the corner test of association). Number of young is apparently con- 
trolled by the number of ova that implant, rather than by the resorption of 
embryos. Oi 51 pregnant Iernales, only three had resorbing embryos (one of 
one, one ol two, and two of two embryos, respectively). This represents a 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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postimplantation loss of only 3.1 per cent. Also indicating that resorption 
of embryos does not commonly occur is the fact that litter size was not 
negatively correlated with size of embryo. Table 13 compares the number 
ol corpora lutea with the number of embryos or uterine swellings for each 
ovary and corresponding uterine horn. In all instances, corpora lutea out- 
numbered embryos by a factor ol 1.6 to 2.9. 
TABLE 13 
CORI'ORA LUTLA VS. ERIIUKYOS I N  IJ~oec /~ i t l l y \  F P I ~ L Z S [ ) Z I ~ O S I L S  ~r RODMAN A N D  SHERMAN 
.. .. 
Ovary & Mean no. corpora Mean no. e r ~ ~ h r y o s  
Site uterine horn hT lutca per ovary per. utcrinc horn 
I lo t l~nan  Ilight 17 3.76 2 0.29 1.29 -1- 0.39 
Left 17 3.1 1 c 0.87 0.76 & 0.16 
Mean3 arc given 057, corrlitlencc intervals 
In both populations there was a tendency for implantation to occur 
more frequently in one utcrine horn (Table 13). At Rodman significantly 
inore embryos implanted in the rigllt horn than the left, presumably owing 
to the significantly greatcr production of ova froin the right ovary (P<.001). 
At Sherman, the difference in iriean number of einbryos per uterine 
horn was not statistically significant (P > .40). Unilateral pregnancies oc- 
curred in 10 ol 23 females (42.5 per cent) at Rodman; in eight of the 10 
females, embryos were in the right horn. At Sherman unilateral pregnancies 
werc found in 11 of 28 ferrialcs (39.3 per cent), and in eight of these the ein- 
bryos were in tlie lclt horn. In at least five ol the unilateral pregnancies, the 
ovary on the side lacking embryos contained no corpora lutea, indicating 
that that ovary hat1 been inactive when conception occurred. Perhaps ovaries 
in soine female spiny rats alternate in activity as in the porcupine (Erethi- 
zon dorsnt~lnz) (Mossman and Juclas, 1949). 
Age at sexual maturity: Based on observed pelage changes of recaptured 
juveniles and subadults, spiny rats attain adult size and pelage, and hence 
sexual maturity, at about six inonths of age. Eight females, first marked as 
weanlings or early juveniles, were followctl through their first pregnancy. 
Their estimated age at first pregnancy averaged 9.2 months (range G to 12 
months). Three additional pregnant subadults (body lengths 195 to 197 mm) 
were probably close to six months old. Data lroin the histological examina- 
tion of ovaries indicated illat most females less than 195 inm in body length 
had not ovulated, whereas inosi lemales larger than this had done so. Fe- 
males between 170 and 195 mm in body length usually contained maturing 
follicles while smaller (younger) individuals contained only primary follicles. 
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Few females above 200 mm in body length (tooth wear index of 1) failed to 
show signs of recent reproductive activity when collected (Fig. 18). 
Males become sexually nlature at a slightly larger size than females and 
are probably sexu;~lly inature when six to seven months old. Nearly all males 
with a body length of 210 mm or greater (tooth wear index 0 to 6 )  contained 
large nulllbers of spermatozoa in the sen~iniferous tubules and cauda epidi- 
dyrnidcs; males sm;rller than this seltlon~ did (Fig. 18). hlinimunl testis size 
for wllicll a male coultl be consitlered fertile was 195 mm2. Males of body 
length 195-205 min wcre beginning active spermiogenesis but usually lacked 
sperin in their cautla epididymides. Seminiferous tubules of most males 175- 
195 111111 in botly length contained spernlatogonia and primary spermato- 
cytes, many oI which were ineiotically active. lntlividuals less than 175 mm 
long containetl only spermatogonia in the seminiferous tnbules. 
The  dynamics ol' any population ;ire best sum~narizecl in the form of a 
life tablc that also inclutles l'ecrrntlity data. I11 such a table measures of age- 
specific survivorsllip ant1 fecuntlity ;rrc presentctl wllicll, ~vllen their products 
:ire surr~n~ctl, intlicate wllether the population is increasing, decreasing, or sta- 
tionary. Altl~ougll present data on survivorsl~ip leave ~nucll  to be desired, 
age at sexual maturity ;rntl natality rates are f;rirly accurately known so that 
I have atternptetl to construct a provisional life table for each species follow- 
ing tlre example oC Caugllley (1966). 
Using the data from the adjusted survivorsliip curves (Fig. 12) and 
obscrvctl nat;~lity rates, I cornputed life tables for fernales of each species 
assuming that sex ratios arc 1:  1 ;kt birtll. l'llese corllputations are given in 
Table 14. In two species, 0.  rtrpilo ;~nt l  P. sotris$i~zosz~s, natality rates are 
probably fairly constant once fe~rlales attain sexual inatul ity. In I,. atlspe7-sus, 
however, I~reccling is seasonal and only those l'enlales born early in the season 
nlatrlrc quickly enougli to raise :I litter before the season ends. Among 
;~dults, only two oL 21 were known to 11;rve protlucetl two litters in the 1967 
breeding season. Tl~cref'ore, the inajor reproductive contribution in this 
species is in;~tle by lerrlalcs reprotlucing for the first time in the season after 
tllat in wllicll tlley were born (Table 14). 
FIllc life table for females oI P. senrispinosu.r was collstructetl under the 
;tssulliption tl~;it tile populations wcre st;rtionary (see Survivorship). Thus 
its con~puted R ,  approximates 1.00. In  I.. ndspers~ls  and 0. capito, on the 
other hand, R,, was calculatetl using estimated mortality and natality rates. 
I n  t l ~ e  Iormcr spccies, R,, is lcss than 1.00 and greater than 1.00 in the latter 
(Tablc 14). If taken at fact value, tllcse estimates of net 1-eproductive rates 
indicate that tlle population of L. a d s p c r s ~ ~ s  i  declining while those of 
0. capito are incl-easing. I-Iowevcr, considering the limited clat;~ upon which 
tllose tablcs arc based, tlle r.esults are in reasonable agreement with the 
expected value, ancl it may be doubted that the populations are really de- 




at death (e" ol the "0" age interval) differs among the three 
14). At birth, individuals of P. semispinosus have the greatest 
(10.3 months) and those of 0. capito the shortest (2.9 months). 
MOVEMENT PATTERNS AND HOME RANGE SIZE 
Movement patterns and sizes of home ranges of the species were deter- 
mined by two different methods. In  characterizing the movement patterns, 
which are sometimes used as an index of home range size (Davis, 1953; 
Brant, 1962), two statistics, D, the average distance between recapture sites, 
and M, the longest distance between two capture sites, were calculated for 
individuals recaptured six or more times in successively different traps. These 
TABLE 14 
LIFE AND FECUNDITY TABLES FOR FEMALES OF Liollzy~ adspers~~s ,  Oryzotuys capito, AND 
Proechi~ttys semispinos~~s 













Ro = 1.167 
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TABLE 14 (cont.) 
Age (mos) lx (4 m~ llluX qx ex 
Sylribols: 1, = age-s~~eci l ic  survivorslrip; d, = number dying ill iiltcrval x ,  x + 1; lirs = age- 
specific fec~~ntl i ly;  q, = agc-s13ecilic niurtality rate; cx = age-specific life expectancy. 
statistics were then averaged for each sex, species, and population and com- 
pared intra- and interspecifically using the Wilcoxon two-sample test. For 
each species no significant differences were found between the movements 
o l  imnlature and mature individuals of the same sex so that age classes 
have been conlbined in Table 15. 
Seasonal changes in movement patterns were studied by calculating 
the mean monthly distances between different successive capture sites of 
males and females separately. In  this analysis, captures occurring repeatedly 
at the same distance were disregarded to prevent the masking of longer 
moverncnts, wllicll had a low probability of occurrence, by shorter move- 
ments. 
Home range size of each resident captured four or more times in at 
least three different traps was calculated by the exclusive boundary strip 
method of Stickel (1954). Data from individuals captured only in peripheral 
traps were discarded as were obvious forays beyond "normal" home range 
boundaries. Since available information indicated that juveniles and sub- 
adult ranges were not appreciably smaller tllan those of adults, data from 
all age classes were combined, but adults provided the bulk of the data in 
Table 16. Differences in home range sizes within and between species were 
tested for by the Wilcoxon txvo-sample test. 
Species Locality Scx N No. ~ t~ove~t rents  Avg. D Avg. M 
~ - - -  - -- 
D, average tlistancc ( i t ~  ~ n )  hctwccn ca1)tttres; M, avcl-age longcst distar~ce (in tn) betweet1 
captures. 
I,. adspersus.-Both Avg. D and Avg. M were significantly greater for 
males than females (Table 15), and males made significantly longer move- 
inents in the dry season than in the wet season (P<.05). T h e  average distance 
between captures of males in the wet season was 39.9 m and in the dry 
season 51.6 m (Fig. 20). T h e  high value for September was caused by one 
individual that shifted its home range 160 m in that month. Longer move- 
ments of males in the dry season are probably associated with breeding 
activity. Corresponding changes in tlle movements of females were not de- 
tected. Their average distance bctween captures in tlie wet season was 31.9 m 
and in the dry season 32.0 in. 
Home ranges of spiny pocket micc averaged 0.56 ha and were the 
smallest of tlle three species. There were no significant differences between 
the size of rnale and female ranges (Table 16). 
0. capita.-At Rodman both Avg. D and Avg. k1 were <greater in males 
than females, but only the inale Avg. M was significantly greater a t  Sherman 
(P<.O5; Table 15). Comparing tlle same sex in the Rodman and Sherman 
populations, males at Kodman had a greater Avg. D and Avg. M than males 
at Sherman; those statistics were sinlilx for females in both populations. 
No seasonal diferences in movements were found within sexes at both 
locations (Fig. 20). 
Hoine ranges of rice rats averaged 1.33 ha and were the largest of the 
three species; inale ranges were larger tlian female ranges (Table 15). T h e  
ranges of Iiodrnan males were larger than those at Sherman, but females 
a t  both locations had comparably-sized home ranges. 
P. senzispi?zosus.-Tllere were no significant differences in Avg. D and 
Avg. M between sexes in each population, within the same sex between 
populations, or between seasons (P>.05; Table 15 and Fig. 20). 
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TABLE 16 
Spccics Location Sex N !-lome Rangc Sizc Nnmbcr of traps 
1112 hectare5 cr~tered per 
individual 
I.. arl.sf)erstls Roclm ;rn M 
F 




P .  se~tiispii losris Rot l~nan  M 
M 
S l ~ c r ~ n a ~ i  F 
F 
Means :ire given & 95% confidence i~itcr\.als. Mcan ~ ~ u m h c r  of cnl)tures per individual 
indicatctl in 1x11-cntl~cses. 
Rotlman male spiny rats had larger ranges than ieinales, but there was 
no  significant difference between ranges of the two sexes at Sherman (Table 
15). Ranges ol Rotllnan males were larger than those of Sherman males, but 
those of fem;iles o l  the two areas were alike. 
Ranges of most intlivitl~~als rcinained quite stable for periods of up to 
onc year in L. ndspers~rs antl P. semispinos~ls. Three P. semispinoszls (two 
at Rotlman, one ;it Shern1,rn) and two 0. rapito (botll at Sherman) were 
known to sllift their ranges up to 50 in away from the grids. At Rodrnan only 
six individuals were known to move froin one part of the grid to another. 
Tln-ee adult inale spiny pocket mice shifted their areas of activity 90 m, 
150 m, and 160 111 in March, October, antl September, respectively. Two 
adult inale rice rats inovetl 200 in and 145 m in September and February, 
respectively. One juvenile female spiny rat nlovetl 120 m in October; this 
may represent ;r dispersal movenlent from its place of birth. At  Sherman 
one male spiny rat sliilicd its llolnc rangc 145 nl ill July. Since few 
intlividuals evidenced rn;irked changes in areas of activities within the grids, 
seasonal shifts, if they occur, must have carried animals beyond the range 
of tlic traps ant1 thus were not detected. 
In  this study the use of distances between successive captures as an 
incles o l  home range size proved to be valid for each species. Significant 
correlations between Avg. D and Ilon~e range area were found after the 
data were transformed to logaritllnls. Correlation coefficients for L. adspersus, 
0. cupito, and P. semispinosus, respectively, were: 0.733, 0.646, and 0.399 
(P<.05 in all cases). Wolle (1968) found average distance between successive 
captures in Pesomysczis leucopus to be positively correlated with home 
range area after two, four, and six captures. 
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FIG. 20. Average distat~ce (in nl) betwccn captilrcs in males (solid circles) and females 
(open circles) in three species of rodents. See text for explanation. 
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POPUIATION ECOLOGY OF NEOTROPICAL RODENTS 
SPATIAL I<ELATIONSHIPS OF HOME RANGES 
Home ranges can be distributed in one of three patterns-clumped, 
uniform, or randorn-and the pattern that obtains within species offers some 
insight into intra-specific social interactions. A clurnped pattern sug- 
gests that positive interactions are occurring between individuals, a uniform 
pattern suggests that negative interactions are occurring, and a random 
pattern suggests that neither positive nor negative interactions predominate. 
Tlle spatial arrangements ol' home ranges witllin each species were studied 
with the aid of ;i computer program designed to compare the observed loca- 
tion of individual captures ~vi th  a ranclornizecl dis t r ib~~tion of those captures, 
following the methods of Metzgar (1968) and Metzgar and Hill (1971). 
Resident animals only were consideretl in this ;~nalysis. The  ratio, observed 
range overlap to expected r;rnge overlap, termeel the "intlex of range over- 
lap," yields ;i value of 1 when ranges are rantlomly tlistributed, a value 
greater than 1 when ranges ovcrlap extensively, and a value less than 1 when 
range overlap is minimal. The  significance of deviations l'rom the expected 
lrecluency clistril~utions lor all traps and for just those capturing two or 
more individuals was tested by (:hi-square or, when sample sizes were small, 
by tlie Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample test. 
Kesults of tlie analyses sliowed that in all species home ranges were 
oriented randomly with respect to mern1,er.s of the sarne or opposite sex. A 
detailed account ol' the results is presented elsewhere (Fleming, 1969). Indices 
of range overlap based on only those traps c:~pturing two or more individuals 
revealed only one case oE significant cleviation lrom ranelom expectation 
(Table 17). 0. capito males ant1 fcmales at Shermnn sho~~-et l  ;I clumped dis- 
tribution; at Rodman tllcre was a similar but nonsignificant tentlency in this 
species. These two lines of evidence suggest that most inclivitluals of each 
species arc neither strongly attracted nor repelled by other individu;lls of 
the same or opposite sex when es~ablisliing their home ranges. 
For I,. ndspel-szls tllere is adtlitional information supporting the con- 
tention t11at home ranges over1;rl). Spiny pocket mice nest in burrows, and I 
saw many indivicluals clucki~lg into holes. Multiple use of the same burrow 
by intlivitluals of tlic same and/or opposite sex wxs notcd on several oc- 
casions. Wllile as many as five indivic1u;ils used the same burrow at various 
times, two was tlie usual number of pocket mice known to be using the 
sarne burrow in the same month. Two such burrows, excavated in June  1967, 
provecl to be fairly sllort tunnels which probably served as temporary 
refuges. Although tllere is no cviderice LO sllow that several individuals were 
utilizing the sarne nest site, the fact that several individuals were utilizing 
the same refuge holes indicates that their home ranges must overlap. Prior 
knowledge of tlie location of tlie holes was indicated by the behavior of the 
mice when released. In no instance did a mouse obviously "stumble" onto 
a hole and disappear into it. On the contrary, intlivicluals usually dashed 
cluickly to the hole or else wandered about briefly until they found a path 
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TABLE 17 
I IoM~.  RANGI: OVFKLAP I N L Z O I I I Y J  adsf)~rstis, 01yz0111ys caflit0, A N D  Proechi~nys semispinosus 
AT R O D ~ I A N  (R) 4 N D  SHERMAN (S) 
Species 1,ocation Sex Index of I-lome X' or D (df) 
Range Overlap 
I.. ndspc~r.\~ls R 
R 
R 
P. se~rl is /~ir~osrl~ R M 0.92 2.28 (3) 
R F 0.41 0.609 
I< M & F  1.04 0.51 (3) 
S M 1.47 4.71 (6) 
S F 0.88 0.79 (6) 
S M & F  1.12 5.06 (7) 
Significant deviations fro111 a value of 1.00 i ~ ~ d i c a t c  citlicr clunlping (> 1.00) or rept~lsion 
( < I  .00) of 11olnc ranges. Statistical significance; *; = P<.05. 
that led them directly to the hole. On several occasions rice rats were seen 
to use the same burrows as spiny pocket mice. 
Liomys  adsperszls, 0ryzon1,ys capito, and Proechirtlys sertzispinosus live 
in the same habitat undcr the same environmental conditions but differ in 
many ecological and biological parameters. T1:e nlain difference, one which 
influences Inany other parameters, is the [act that L. ntlspersus breeds sea- 
sonally whereas 0. capito and P. sernispinosz~s breed year-round. This differ- 
ence a n d  others may result from the different evolutionary histories of the 
s~>ecies. 
Despite their obvious biological diaerences, do these species share 
ecological characteristics that arc "tropical" in nature, ones which are also 
seen in other "tropical" rodents and not in "temperate" rodents? Ecological 
dil~ercnces between the three species and other temperate and tropical 
rodents will be discussed here. Data concerning the ecology of other tem- 
perate and tropical rodents are summarized in Tables 19, 20, and 21. 
Fluctuations in densities 01 the three species paralleled each other in 
both forests. I n  the first hall oi the wet season, dcnsities of each species in- 
creasecl. Since breeding was not occurring in L. adsperszls, the slight increase 
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in its density seen from June (?) to September had to result from immi<gra- 
tion. Some of the immigrants captured only in one session must have been 
transients. Natality and inlnligration both contributed to the density in- 
creases in the 0. copito and P. sernispinosus populations. Contrary to the 
case in L. adsperszu, few of the immigrant 0. capito and P. semispinosus 
were transients as most established residences on the grids. 
In the latter part of the wet season densities began to decline and con- 
tinued to do so in 0. capito and P. semispinosus until the cnd of the study 
(Fig. 8). Whether these declines had a commnon cause or were just a coinci- 
tlencc is not known. They probably were the result of several interacting 
factors, inclutling loot1 slio~ t'lge, predation, and emigration. 
Se'lsonal clinngcs In the abund'intc ot conspi~uous fruits and seeds of 
pCilnls and other plants weic rrleasuretl In an attempt to deteimine whether 
changes in rodent densities cot~ltl be rel'lted to changes in food availability. 
Palms werc sampled by counting the number 01 ripe bundles of nuts that 
would la11 within two meters of the 10 grld lines, mnngos by counting the 
nlrmber of flesh f~ uit, t11,tt had l,~llen within two meters of e,lch g r ~ d  line 
prior to or during a ti'rpping session, ant1 figs and hog plums (Spondzas 
rnonil-,~n) by counting tlie ntimbcr ol fallen fruits per ~ j u a ~ e  in ter under 
trees 11 uiting ncai e'lcll gr it1 line Nurnbers of palm bundles or f~ uits werc 
convel tctl to granlr to ol)t,iin a crude estimate of the lr uit biomass available 
to terrestrial m,~mmals eclcll month. I zomys, Olyzomys, .ind P~occhzrnys are 
known to feed on wrne or '111 oL the ir uits snmpletl in this stutly (Enders, 
1935; Flenung, 1970a). 
Results of this sanipling program intlicate that Sruit availability varies 
se;~son;tlly in both forests (Tablc 18). Palni nuts are ;rvailable froill the end 
of tlle tlry season (March and April) to the middle of the rainy season (Sep- 
te~nher). 'I'lic Inango season begins in March, wllen unripe fruits are falling, 
peaks in April antl May, and ends in June. At the height of its season in 
1967, ~n;rngos wcre :tbuntl;rnt and many appeared to be untouched by mam- 
mals. Ilo? plums, more colrlnion at Sherman than at Kodman, were ripe 
from ,July to Septe111l)er. Fig trccs werc also Inore conirnon ;it Sherman and 
fruitcd rather spor;ltlic;llly in eight of 12 months (Tablc 18). Other species 
that fruitecl [luring the ye;lr at  Rodrrl:ln were custard apple (Anno~lu reticu- 
lata), in July antl August, ;!nd two unitlentified trees that slletl seetls eaten by 
1,ioniys in February ant1 , \ m e ;  other species fruiting at Sherman included: 
Protirrrtr pa7luvrrcnsis (?) :inti Viroln sp., two uncornmon species, in May and 
June; (;~l.rtnuia s~lperba, wl:icll fruited in the rainy season and whose fruits 
appe;rretl to be c;rten by agoutis and pacas; ant1 I7zgci sp., whose leguiries fell 
pri1n;trily in April. 
The  general picture that elrlcrges Srom the fruit sampling is that fruit 
is available frorrl tlle last 11;rlS of thc dry season to the first llalf of the rainy 
season (M;trch to Septertlber). Exccpt for the figs at Sherman, few kinds of 
fruit wcre available at tire height of the rainy season and in the first half of 
the dry season (October to February). Tllesc rcsults are in general agreement 
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with the observations of other workers in Panama ancl Costa Rica (Kaul- 
mann, 1962; Janzen, 1967; Smythe, 1970). 
Fruit levels were low when rotlent densities were declining which sug- 
gests ;I sliortage of food could have adversely affected e;tcll species. However, 
no starving or oljviously undcrwciglit intlivitlu;rls were caught a t  any time 
during: the study. A covariance an;tlysis of the relationship between body 
length and weight in P. spiriispirlos~ts sliowecl no significant changes in slope 
(P>.05) wlien sacrificecl samples from the periods August-September, Octo- 
ber-Noveml~er, llecembcr-January, February-Nlarcll, and April-June were 
c.ompal.et1; tliita l'roni Rochnan ant1 Slierman wcre analyzed separately. I t  was 
not possible to (.onduct ;I sirnilal. analysis for I,. aclspersus (the assuulption 
of lion~ogeneity ol variance w;is viol;~ted) 11ut inspection of the data revealed 
no o1)vious cll;tnges in I~ody length-weight relationsliip (luring the year. For 
two species, therefore, direct evidence of tlie ;rdverse effects of a possible 
foot1 shortage is lacking. 
Wllile se;~sonal cl~;rnges in the abuntlance of fruits ant1 seeds may not 
11;tve tlirectly aRcctetl population levels of the three rodents, they nlay have 
Ilad an intlit-cc:t effect 1)y causing ~n:tln~nalian predators to apply increased 
pressure or1 prey populi~tions. At least two known predators, the tayra (Eira 
b( l~b(i~a)  ;tntl colrlmon opossurn (Ilidelphis rnn~s~ipi(~lis), eat fruit when 
;~vailable (Enders, 1935; Kalcrm;~nn, 1'362; Fleming, unpublished) but prob- 
;ibly 11;tve to concentrate on animal food wllen fruit levels are low. T rap  
tlisturbance, pl-i111;1rily by 1). ~ I I ( I K Y I ~ ~ ~ ( I ~ ~ S ,  W;IS most common in tlie period 
of low fruit lc\~els, suggesting that the scarcity of fruit was affecting the 
I,eIi;tvior of this species. 
No obviously tlisc;~setl :ulim;tls wcre captured, suggesting that tlisease 
was not a cause of tlie tleclines. Of tlie three species, only P. sen~~ispinosus 
was parasitixetl by I ~ o t  flies (Czitcrebrti). Males and females of various ages 
wcre parasitizetl by larvae usu;tlly located in the shoulder regions. Numbers 
of bot-infestctl intlivitluals capturetl at Rotlrnan were two in September and 
one in 0ctobe1- ant1 at Slici.~nan, two in September, two in January, one in 
February, five in R4:1rcli, ;tnd one in April. Eight intlividuals were infested 
will1 one bot, two with two, one with three, and two with five. T h e  effects 
o l  this parasitism, wl~icll ;ippe;lred to be nlost 111-evalent in the dry season a t  
Shc~.m:tn, on the spiny rat polx~li~tions is not known, but, as suggested for 
Pe~oniysczls lezicopus by M'eckel- (19(i2), I~eavily infestetl indivitluals might 
be Inore susceptil,le to 111-eclation. One young adult female that had previ- 
ously been ;I trap-repeater W;IS carrying five bots on its left shoulder in 
March ant1 was quite weak; it disappeared after Nlarcll. 
Emigration co111tl 1l;lvc been a factor in the density tleclines, but little 
evitlence was gatheretl witli which to assess its importance. As mentioned 
ei~rlier, five inclivitluals (three P. se~nispi~7osz~s and two 0. capito) were 
known to shift their home ranges up  to 50 m off the giids. Two additional 
0. cc~pito (one at  Rothuan and one at Sherman) were trapped up to 400 m 
I'1.om the site of tlleii- last grid capture, but both were considered to be 
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TABLE 19 
REPRODUCTIVE A N D  DEMOGRAPI-IIC PARAMETERS OF ARCTIC AND TEMPERATE 
NORTH A~IERICAN RODENTS 
Period Length 
Family and Species Locality and Habitat of Obs. Density1 Breed. 5 
Heterolnyidae 
DiPodomys ordii New Mexico: mesquite assoc. (33") 
D. merriami California: creosote bush, etc. (34O) 
D. heerrnaiani California: chaparral, hills (38") 
D. agilis California: coastal sage scrub (34") 









Nevada: desert (36") 
Gulf of Rfex.: sedge-grass assoc. (29.5") 
Oklahoma: grasses and forbs (36") 
Tennessee: old field (36") 
Georgia: shrub ficld (34") 
Texas: grassland, pine-grass 
ecotone (31.5") 
Tennessee: old fieltl (36") 
California: annual forbs, etc. (38") 
Peroinyscus lezicopzls Michigan: oak-hickory forest (42") 
hficliigan: oak-hickory forest (42") 
P. n t a n i c z ~ l a t ~ ~ s  Michigan: Iiemlock-hardw. for. (46.5") 
Minnesota: fields & pastures (44") 
Michigan: blue-grass assoc. (42") 
Michigan: old Geld (42") 
California: chaparral edge (38") 
P. trzcei California: chaparral edge (38O) 
P.  ca l i forn ic~~s  California: chapartal edge (38") 
Ochrotonays nuttalli  Texas: pine-oak forest (31.5") 
Neotomu albigzlla Arizona: OQz~ntin, desert (32") 
N .  Poridana Kansas: decitl. forest (39") 
N .  ftlscifies California: creek bott., chaparral (38O) 
Cletlzrioizo~nys gapfieri Michigan: hemlock-hardw. for. (46.5") 
Microt~ts  ljennsyluanict~s Minnesota: cultivated fields (44") 
Michigan: old ficld & marsh (42") 
M. ochrogaster Kansas: annual grass ( N o )  
M. cnlifori~icz~s California: allnual grass (3S0) 
Syitapto~nys cooperi Ncw Jersey: D,ogs in pine barrens (39.5") 
Lemnzlrs f r i ~ n z l c r o n a t ~ ~ s  Nortllwest Tcrr.: Jlcath sedge, etc. (65O) 
Dicrostonyx Northwest Terr.: heath sedge, etc. ( 6 5 O )  
groen landicus 
Variable 








Degrees north latitude are given in parentheses 
" Lorcrest ;tnd highest densities (animals/ha) recorded in study 
b No. 9 onspring per 9 per year; assutncs 1:l sex ratio at  birth 
c Per cent of population surviving at least 1 year 
d Data from sources in Asdell (1964) 
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TABLE 19 (cont.) 
No. Avg. Re1)rod.b Pr0b.c Age Sex. 


































ca. 2 1110 
2 tno 
6 m o  







1 m o  
6 wks 
2-3 wks 
3 4  wks 
4-5 wks 
Blair (1943) 




French et al. (1967); Duke (1957) 
Negus et al. (1961) 
Goertz (1965) 






Burt  (1940) 
Manvillc (1949) 
Beer and MacLeod (1966) 
Blair (1940) 
Howard (1949) 
McCahe and Blanchard (1950) 
McCabc and Blanchard (1950) 
h!lcCabe and  Blanchard (1950) 
McCarley (1958) 
Vorhies and Taylor (1940) 
Rainey (1956) 
Lindsdale and  Tcvis (1951) 
Manville (1949) 
Beer and  MacLeod (1961) 
Gctz (1960) 
Martin (1956) 
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transients when caught on the p-ids. Otller individuals undoubtedly emi- 
grated from tlle grids and were never trapped again. 
Thougll population levels of each species fluctuated during the year, the 
populations can still be considered "stationary" (female R, = 1.00) if densi- 
ties and age composition are similar at points in time one year apart. I n  
constt-ucting the life table for P. sernispi?ios~~s, I assumed its populations 
were stationary and indicated the sairle may be true for L. adspersus and 0. 
cfrpito though both Ilatl :In R, less than 1.00 (Table 14). Data suggesting 
that the Roclman 0. ccrfiito and P. senlispinos~ls populations are stationary 
wcre obtainetl when that grid was retrapped in Dcceinl~er 1967 by Manuel 
C~I-re;i  of tlle Middle America Research Unit. In  1100 trap nights, 11 0. 
ccrpito antl 33 P. senzispinosus were captured and preserved, antl these num- 
bers cornpare favorably with population levels in December 1966 (19 0. 
clipilo and 35 P. scrnispiriosrrs). Age structures at both times were also similar 
(Fig. 18). Only eight I>. rrdspe7.s1ls wcre trapped in December 1067 presum- 
ably because most of tlle population living on the grit1 had been re~noved 
i r ~  June 1967. 
T h e  results of one otllei- study 1l;lve shown that densities of 0. rapito 
populations lluctuate seasonally in P;rnama. Enders (1 935), working on Barro 
Colorado lsl;~ntl, fount1 this species abundant at times and scarce at others. 
Rice rats werc coiumonly collected untler logs and rocks in the forest and 
in a woodpile antl untler tlle cook's Iiouse in the rainy season, but appeared 
to scatter th ro~r~l iou t  t l ~ e  forest in the tlry season. On the causes of these 
concentrations, Enders st;~tetl (p. 451) "Food nlay Ile a factor, but rain with 
tllc consequent filling oC their holes by water is probably more important." 
Al t l lo~~gh I saw intliviclual rice rats cluck into I~urrows (that were also used 
by I.. trtlsfie~slrs), tlle only nests oT this species I found were located above 
gror~ntl, which makes rile question Entlers' explanation of these concentra- 
tions. F1uctu;itions in the spiny rat popul;~tion siniilar to those seen in this 
stutly werc not irlentionetl by Entlers (1935). 
In  the Neotropiciil Region, seasonal or annual population fluctuations 
1i;lve ;rlso been reported for 0. ctlfiito ant1 Proeelzimys g ~ ~ y n n n e n s i s  near 
Relem. Brazil (unpuhl., 1Selem Virus 1,ab. 1963 Report), for Raltzls 7 - t~ t t l~s  
on an islmd in 1,ake Valencia, Venezuela (Gonlez N, 1960), and for Altotion 
cc~.oirzlloirle.s, A .  ?iigi-ita, and Tl~oninso?trys 71bli?ient1is near Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil (Davis, 1045a). Density in tllc Venezuelan X. I-c1tt1r.s popu1;ltion was 
highcst in tlre wet season (June to November) and lowest in tlle dry season 
(January to March), as in the cllrec species of the present study. Population 
levels o l  0. ccrfiito and P. g71yccnnensis near Bele~n increased six- and two- 
fold, resl~ectively, in 79 weeks ;~ncl were higllest in t l ~ e  1963 clry season 
(August to October). Levels of Akorlon cls?~iczlloides, A .  nigl-itn, and Thon ia -  
soniys s~ ib l i nec i~~r s  in strbtropical Brazil decreased sharply for unknown 
1-e;rsons in the period of innxiinurn rains (October to March); levels increased 
iigain in April. 
Stable population levels 1lal.c been notetl in rodent populatioiis in some 
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tropical areas, but outbreaks are also known to occur. In Malaya between 
1948 and 1950, t l ~ i - e  were no violent numerical fluctuations or seasonal 
cllangcs in age structure in populations of several species of Rnttus (Har- 
rison, 1955). On Pon;rpe Island in the tropical Pacific, densities of Rattus 
cx111an.c and R.  rattrrs were "higll" throughout tlie year, but age structure 
varied seasoni~lly (Strecker, 1362). Outbreaks of rodents, or ratadns, have 
been reported in Oryzottlys xnntil(leo1zrs in Peru (Gilmore, 1947) and Halo- 
(.ltil~i.~ brnsiliensis (= H. srilr?.elts) in British Guiana (Twigg, 1962). Hersh- 
kovitz (1962) reviews other reports of ratntlns and concludes that ". . . fluctu- 
ations in populations may be as drastic in tropical and south temperate 
latitutles as in Arctic and north temperate areas." 
Nu~nerous population studies of temperate North Anlerican rodents 
h;~vc indicated that seasonal changes in density and age structure are com- 
Inon. Po~~il l i~t ions f m;lny species (e.g., Pcrornysczrs leucopus, P. rt~nnic~rlntzrs, 
licitl~rorlolltonlys mcg/llotis, Ochrotornys nl~ttalli, Signzodon hispinus, Micro- 
t11.r ochl.ognster, M. p c n n . ~ y l ~ ~ ~ n i c ~ i s ,  and Synnptornys cooperi) have annual 
peaks in the [all (except for 0 .  n~ittnlli [Linzey, 19681, sources of data are 
found in Table 19). Some llcteromyid rodents (e.g., 1)ipoclorn~ys heerrnnnni 
and I). merric~rni) reach population peaks in summer while cricctines of the 
southern ant1 western Unitetl States (e.g., Perornyscus polionotz~s, P. mnn- 
icrrlnt~rs, P. tr~rei, P. cnliforrzic~rs, Ochrotorn,ys nuttalli, and Xeithrodon- 
tontvs f1~luesce71s) peak in winter or spring (data for P. polio?zotzts from 
Davenport [I!)G4]; other sources listetl in Table 19). Geogr;il>hic variation 
in timing of population peaks in P. ~nnnic~llatus and 0. n,uttnlli are indi- 
cated I>y avail;~ble data. 
Wllenevcr breeding ;intl/or survivorsllip vary seasonally, fluctuations 
in density ancl age str~lcture will obviously occur. Available data for both 
tropical ant1 temperi~te 1.otlents intlicate tllzit population clianges are found 
whenever environment:~l v;u.i;tbles fluctuate seasonally. More data are neccletl 
for tropical species l~efore gcneraliz;~tions about tlle timing and intensity 
of their fluctuations can be tn;~de. 
Onc generalization tllat h;~s been ni;ktlc about tropic;tl species is that 
their densities are usually low (many spccies in an area but few of any one 
kind). Res~llts from this stutly indic;~tc t11;lt in the Panama Canal Zone, at 
least, tliis may not be true. Densities of L. clrlspers~rs (6-1 1 per ha), 0 .  capito 
(0-4 per ha). and P. selnispinos~rs (0.~1-6 per ha) compare favorably with 
densities of ternperate Noi-tll American forest-dwelling species (Table 19). 
In tlie Unitetl States, gr;lssl;~nd species (particularly rnicrotines) usually have 
inucli lligllcr densities tlian forest sl~ecies. Wlletller this situation obtains in 
the tropics is not presently known. 
If the sitrvivorship curves in Fig. 12 accurately reflect rates ol mortality 
in L. crrlspe~s~r,s ;~ntl  0. cc~pito, tliese two species h;lvc moi-tality patterns that 
tlifFer significantly fro111 eacll other. The  curve for L. ndspo:sl~s inclicates 
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TABLE 20 
REPRODUCTIVE AND DEMOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS OF TROPICAL RODENTS I 
Family and Spccies Locality and Habitat Period Density" Length of 1 
of Obs. Breed. Sca-, 
son (mo) ' 
Heterolnyidae 
Liomys adspersus Panania: dry trop. forest (9"N) 
Muridae 
Oryzornys capito Panama: wet & dry forests (9ON) 
Oryzoinys capito Brazil: second. & virgin for. (1.5"s) 
Akodoia aruiczcloides Brazil: second. & virgin for. (22"s) 
Ratt t~.r  attus Venezuela: dry trop. for. (1O0N) 
Rattzcs rattus Ponape island (7"N) 
R .  exulans Ponape island (7"N) 
Malaya: forest (3"N) 
R .  rattzls jalorensis Malaya: forest & oil palm pl. (3"N) 
R .  rattzcs argiuenter Malaya: wasteland (3") 
R .  mz~lleri  Malaya: forest (3"N) 
R .  zulaiteheadi Malaya: forest (3"N) 
R .  rajah Malaya: forest (3"N) 
R .  diardi Malaya: town (3"N) 
R .  bozoersi Malaya: forest (3"N) 
R. sabanzcs Malaya: forest (3"N) 
R. ca~aus Malaya: forest (3"N) 
Clziropodomys glirodes Malaya: forest (3"N) 
Echiinyidae 
Proechimys senzispinosus Panama: wet & dry for. (9ON) 
P. guyannensis Brazil: second. & virgin for. (1.5"s) 
P. ilzeringi Brazil: second. forest (22"s) 
P. dinzidiatus Brazil: virgin forest (22"s) 
Degrees lntitude are given in parentheses 
*Calculated by the method of E d e n  and Davis (1948) 
" Lowcst and highest densities (aniinals/ha) recorded in study 
b No. 9 offspring per p per year; assumes 1:1 sex ratio at  birth 
c Per cent of population surviving a t  lcast 1 year 
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I TABLE 20 (cont.) 
No. Avg. Repr0d.b Pr0b.c Age Sex. Authority 
ittcrs/ litter potent. surviv. Mat. 
yr. sizc 
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that a constant number of animals die per unit time, regardless of the 
number remaining. T h e  curve for 0. cnpito indicates that a constant fraction 
of the number alive die at cacll age. These two survivorship curves resemble 
types 11 and I11 of Slobodkin (1961). T h e  survivorship curve for P. semi- 
s p i n o s ~ ~ s  was drawn assuming that inortality was age-constant. Based on the 
observed survival rates of n~arketl and sacrificed indivitluals, this assumption 
seclns reasonable. 
Mortality rates, the q, column in Table 14, also differ between the 
spccies. Early mortality in I>. nrlspel-s~ts was apparently low, and the rate 
stcatlily increased wit11 increasing age. T h e  mortality rates ol 0. capito and 
P. se1t1ispi71oslrs were constant owing to tlle nature of those species' survivor- 
ship curves. With better data on st~rvivorship early antl late in life, perhaps 
each of tllc qh curves would resemble a "U" (high inortality early and late 
in life) that has been reported for several mammals by Caughley (1966). 
The  scanty data available on survivorship in tropical rodents are sum- 
marized in Table 20. Few 0. capito and P~oechimys  glcyannensis in forests 
near Helein were recaptured 1'01- lnore tllan one year, but most animals were 
several nlonths old when first marked and inortality owing to liandling was 
high (~tnpubl., Belem Virus 1,ab. 1963 Report). Average lifcspan of Rattzls 
~ c r t t ~ ~ s  on Zorro Island, Venezuela, was about five ~nonths though a few rats 
livetl 15 lnontlls (Comez N, 1960). Juvenile survivorship varied seasonably as 
found in P. sert~ispinos~rs in P:lnanla. Young born in the dry season survived 
tllrougll the wet season, where:~s few born in the wet season survivetl through 
the tlry season. Annual survivorship of several species of Malayan and Poly- 
nesian rats is si~nilar to that of I>. nclspersz~s and P. senzispinosers (Table 20). 
In temperate North America, many cricetines and microtines live less 
tll;ln one year (Table 19), and i11  annual population turnover is probably 
the rulc. Semi;~nnual turnovers probal,ly occur in Microt~ls pennsyluc~nic~~s  
antl Sigmodon Irispid~ts (Gctz, 1960; Oduru, 1955). An annual turnover 
occurs in popul;~tions OF dliocio,7, azc~?-ae in the grasslantls around Buenos 
Aires, Argentina (Pearson, 1967). Lifespans covering more than one year 
occur in species of Neotortza (Finley, 1958; Linsdale and Tevis, 1951; and 
Rainey, 1956), in Pel-ortiysc~is califor?zicus (McCabe and Ulanchard, 1950), 
in P. rrra~nicz~lntus (Manvillc, 1919), in Dipoclomys rtzerriami (Chew and 
Butter~vortll, 1964), in 1). spectubilis (I-Ioldenreid, 1957), and in Perognathu,~ 
fo~rriose~s (French et al., 1967). Most spccies llavi~lg a high annual survivor- 
ship are characterized by relatively low reproductive rates (Table 19). 
D;~ta available on sllrvivorship in temperate and tropical rodents suggest 
that similarly-sized species from both regions have co~riparable annual prob- 
abilities of survival. For example, few individuals of Pcromyscus lez~copus 
or O~yzonxys mpi to ,  temperate and tropical ecological counterparts, survive 
one year (Fleming, 1970b) .cvhei-e;~s lifespans of two or three years are not 
uncornmon for individu;~ls of Neotonzcl {loridnnct (Fitch an<! liainey, 1956) and 
P~oeclrinlys semispinos~rs. The  relationship between body size and survivor- 
ship apparently breaks clow~l in rodents that become seasonally dormant. 
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1,iEespans of three to five years occur in Perognathus longimenzbris, a 6-8 g 
desert-dwelling heteromyid (French et al., 1967), and, judging from their 
low reproductive rates (Brown, 1967), individuals of Zapus princeps, a 
species that hibernates for eight months of the year, have relatively long 
lifespans. 
REPRODUCTION 
The  three species differ considerably regarding their reproductive rates, 
defined as the number of litters produced per month of breeding, and pat- 
terns and, hence, in their potential rates of population growth. L. adspersus 
breeds seasonally at a rate of about 0.24 litters per month whereas 0. cnpzto 
and P. senizspznosz~s breed year-round at rates of 0.51 ancl 0.39 litters per 
month, respectively. With respect to ngc at sexual maturity, an important 
parametel in terms of its consequence foi population growth (Cole, 1954), 
the species also differ significantly. Femalcs of 0. capzto begin to breed at 
less t h m  two months of age while females of P. ~err~zspznosus are six to nine 
months old before they produce their first litter. i\ltl~ough some females of 
I,. adspersr~s attain sexual maturity at about three months of age, most 
probably do not produce tlieir first litter until nearly one year old. Thus, 
the two year-round breeders appear to have potentially higher population 
growth rates than the seasonal breeder. 
Although 0. cc~pito and P. sernispinosus breed tllroughout the year, 
their reproductive rates differ significantly owing to the longer gestation 
period of the latter species. As determined by the birth of six litters under 
laboratory conditions, length ol gestation in 0. capito is 28.2 days, and 
young are altrical at birth. This gestation period, basetl upon the interval 
from the clay a male was confined wit11 a female to the day a litter was born, 
is maximal. With better data, gestation in 0. capito may prove to be similar 
to the value of 25 days in 0. palustris (Svihla, 1931). In contrast, spiny rats 
have a long gestation period (51 days) and are precocial at birth (Tesch, 
19704. Tlle smaller litter size of P. semispinosz~s has probably resulted from 
the increased size and advanced development of the young at birth, a trend 
also seen in heteromyid rodents (Eisenbcrg and Isaac (1963)). Kangaroo rats 
(l~ipodomys) produce young that are more precocial than those of spiny 
pocket mice (Liorr~ys), ant1 gestation periods are longer and litters smaller in 
Dipodornys. As a result of its smaller litter size and longer gestation period, 
P. senzispinosus produces fewer young per unit time than 0. capito. 
Despite the fact that the three species are existing under the same 
climatic regime, they display two different reproductive patterns, seasonal 
and aseasonal. Presumably these patterns are the products of natural selec- 
tion, and each is the most advantageous one available to individuals of each 
species. At our present knowledge, it is not clear why the spiny pocket mouse 
should find a seasonal pattern more advantageous than an aseasonal one, 
but presumably the ultimatc factor is related to producing young under 
optimal conditions, whether these are the availability of food or dry nest 
sites. Since this spiny pocket mouse is abundant in the savannas of western 
Panama (Handley, 1966), it is probably faced with a food source such as 
grass seeds that is only seasonally available throughout a large part of its 
range. Of interest in this respect is the fact that Heteromys d e s m a r e s t i n n , ~ ~ ~ ,  
the wet forest connterpart of L. adspersus along the Caribbean slope in 
Panama, apparently breeds year-round (Fleming, 1970a). How the "optimal 
conditions" for the production of young differ (if indeed they do) between 
H. clesrnnrestianfts and I,. aclspers~~s i  not known. Perhaps suitable food is 
more evenly distributed througllout the year in the wet forests although I 
have no conclusive evidence of this. 
The  proximate factor(s) responsible for timing of breeding in I>. ad- 
spers~rv is currently unknown but could conceiv;~bly inclttde changes in 
photoperiod or rainfall, althotrgl~ the former factor is usually cliscountecl as 
;I cue to breeding in tropical vertebrates (Moreau, 1950; Skutch, 1950; 
Miller, 1963). Both males and females attain breeding condition by October 
and first conceptions probably occur in November, at  the height of the 
rainy season when day-length is decreasing. Since seasonally-breeding Pana- 
manian bats are ;~lso becoming reproductively active at this time (Fleming 
and Hooper, unpublished), the salrle environmental factor(s) ;~pparently 
synchronize breeding in several species of Panamanian mammals. Experi- 
mental work is needed to e1ucid;ltc the nature of such a cue(s). 
The  differences in reproductive patterns of the species are, in part, the 
result of their separate evolutionary histories. Most rodents of the filmily 
Heternmyidae are polyestrous seasonal breeders, with the availability of 
Food, rainfall, and the onset o l  winter (in the United States) serving as 
ultimate or proximate selective factors (Asdell, 1964; Eisenberg, 1963). Most 
cricetines breed througllout the year in warmer parts of their ranges if 
temperatures are not too high (Walker, 1964). Little is known about the 
reproductive biology of most echimyid rodents, but in species of the genera 
Proechirnys, Cercomys, Echirnys, Hoplomys ,  and Diplomys, the trend is to 
have small litters (avg. = 2-3) of precocial young (Walker, 1961; Tesh, 
1970a, b). Females in species other than P. .sernispinosus are probably also 
polyestrous. Davis (1945a) reported that Proechimys dimidintus and prob- 
ably P. iheringi breed throughout the year in subtropical Brazil. Thus, in 
light of the different evolutionary histories of the species in this study, it 
should not be snrprising to see different reproductive patterns in animals 
living under the same climatic conditions, especially when food availability 
probably undergoes significant fluctuations during the year. 
Alt l lo~~gh spiny rats produce young througllout the year, there was a 
tendency at Rodman, at least, for more females to be pregnant in the first 
half of the year than in the last half. Whether this represents a significant 
trend towards concentrating births into a restricted portion of the year 
cannot be determined at this time. However, if current data concerning 
disappearance rates reflect real differences in survival rates that vary with 
the season in which young are born, a restricted breeding season might be 
selectively advantageous under present environmental conditions. Females 
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protlucing young only in the dry and early wet seasons will perhaps produce 
more offspring that reach maturity than those extending their reproductive 
efforts over the entire year. With these consitlerations in mind, one wonders 
why fem;lles at Sllerman do not show a lligller proportion of pregnancies in 
January through June. This aspect of the biology of P. sernispinoszis cer- 
tainly deserves further study. 
Reproductive rates and patterns of L .  adspersl~s and 0. cnjOito may 
tliff'er from those of their temperate Nortll American relatives (e.g., Liomys  
pict~l,s, ant1 Oryzorr~ys pnlllstris). The  biology of I>. pictlrs is pool-ly 
known, hut age at sexual maturity :~ntl litter size arc probably similar 
to those paranicters in I>. c~cl.sperszis. However, I.. pictlts may breed through- 
out the year (Hall and Kelson, 1959), wllich, if true, represents a significant 
tliffercnce from Id .  nrlsperszls. A priori, the reverse might be ekpected to be 
true. 
Oryzo7nys pnlustris, a temperate relative of 0. copito, is not restricted 
to the temperate zone but ranges as far soutll 21s the P:inama Canal Zone 
where it is apparently rare (Handley, 1966). Age at sexual maturity is 
probahly similar in both species. Litter size may he similar, but this 
parameter varies widely in 0. palustris (Negus et al., 1961). Hamilton (1946) 
reportecl that 0. pallrstris in Virginia can produce nine litters per year 
whereas 0. rnpito probably produces around six per year. These data sug- 
gest tll;it the reprotluctive rate of 0. ccipito is lower than that of 0. palustris. 
Except for the fact that P. sernispinos~ls breeds tllroughout the year, the 
reprocluctive biology of the spiny rat is similar to tllat of Nortll American 
wood rats (Neoton7n). Both are approximately the same size, attain sexual 
maturity at comparable ages (Tables 19 ant1 20), and have small litters. 
However, young of Neoto7tln ;ire altricial while those of Procchi~rzys are 
yrecocial. 
Since many tropical rodents live under conditions that tend to promote 
year-round breeding wliere:~~ temperate ant1 arctic species a1 c exposetl to contli- 
lions l';rvoring season;il breeding, it is of interest to tleternline wlletller species 
from northern latitutles display tile same reprotluctive el1oi-t in tlleir limited 
breetling seasons ;IS do tropical species. Wliile several criteria can be used 
to determine reprotl~lctive effort (see Willianis, 1966), I will usc reprocluctive 
rate, the nu~nber  of litters protluccd per month of breeding, in the following 
comparisons, wllicll utilize data from Tables 19, 20, and 21. 
\iVhen their reproductive efforts (rates) are compared, arctic and tem- 
1'er;ltc rnurids (cricetines and rnicrotines) p r o d ~ ~ c e  :I significantly greater 
nunlber of litters per month of breetling than tropical murids (P < ,001 ; 
Table 22). Among the northern murids, rrlicrotines (7 species; x = 0.90) 
have a greater reproductive rate tllan cricetines (7 species; x = 0.52) 
(.05 > P> .()I). Nortllern murids also breed at a faster rate than temperate 
heteromyids (.05 > P > .02). Liomys  adspersus, the only tropical heteromyid 
for which reproductive data exist, breeds at a lower rate tllan most tem- 
perate heteromyids (Table 22). Althouglr rates of breetling in temperate 
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T A B L E  21 
REPRODUCTIVE DATA FOR NORTH AMERICAN RODENTS 
Fanlily & Species Length o f  Avg. Litter No. Litters Latitude Authority 










N .  n%tcropus 
Microtuc operarizls 
M .  oecononaus 
M .  oregoni 
4.5 5.5 2 42 Whitakcr 
(1963) 
<4.O 4.8-6.7 1 4 1 Brown 
(1967) 
4.0 4.5 1-2 42 
Data are from sourccs listcd in Astlell (1964) unless otherwise noted. 
and tropical murids differ significantly, the total number of litters produced 
per season or year by these two groups is not significantly different 
(.20 > P > .lo) ; temperate murids, however, do produce significantly more 
litters per year than ternperate lleteromyids (.Ol>P>.001). Finally, there 
are no significant differences in litter size between temperate and tropical 
murids and lleteroinyids (P > .40). The  three species of North American 
zapodids for which there are sufficient data resemble temperate heteromyids 
in their low reproductive rate and large litter size (Table 22). 
It therefore appears that among murid rodents, at least, northern species 
are making a greater reproductive effort during their breeding season than 
are tropical species, which produce the same number of litters per year as 
northern species but over a longer breeding season. This difference suggests 
there are latitudinal gradients in the reproductive efforts of some rodents, 
presu~rlably resulting froin geographic variations in the selective pressures 
molding reproductive rates and patterns. Since the reproductive efforts of 
temperate rnurids also differ from tllose of heteromyids and zapodids, the 
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COMPARISON OF REPRODUCTIVE PARAMETERS OF TEMPERATE AND TROPICAL RODENTS 
Temperate Species Tropical Species 
Parameter Murids Heteronlyids Zapodids Murids Hetcromyids 
(24 SPP.) (11 SPP.) (3 spp.) (14 spp.) (1 sp.) 
- -- 
No. litters per 0.63 + 0.12 0.40 + 0.15 0.36 0.26 I+ 0.02 0.24 
nlonth 
No. litters per 4.06 + 0.85 2.00 + 0.49 1.50 3.19 -t- 0.80 1.44 
year or season 
Avg. litter size 4.06 & 0.62 3.76 + 0.84 5.27 3.71 & 0.51 3.2 
Data taken from Tables 19, 20, and 21. Means are given + 95'7" confidence intervals. 
latter two groups apparently have utilized different means (i.e., lower repro- 
ductive rates combined with periods of dormancy) than murids in adapting 
to the challenge of a seasonally fluctuating environment. 
HOME RANGE SIZES AND DISTRIBUTIONS 
A summary of the home range data shows that populations of Liomys  
adspersus, Oryzomys capito, and Proechirnys semispinosus consist of indi- 
viduals possessing discrete home ranges that are usually distributed ran- 
domly with respect to other members of the same species. Males tend to have 
larger home ranges than females, and significant differences in range size 
exist between species. 
The  many factors known to affect home range size include size of species, 
sex, age, food habits, habitat quality, population density, and season of year 
(Blair, 1953). Effects of some of these factors are evident in the three species 
of this study. On the basis of body size P. sernispinosus should have the 
largest home ranges, since this species is at least twice as large as 0. capito 
and L. adspersus; however, 0. capito had home ranges that were consider- 
ably larger than those of P. sernispinoszrs. The disparity between size of 
body and home range is further seen when 0. capito and L. adspersus are 
compared. Though body sizes are similar, ranges of 0. capito averaged 
about twice as large as those of L. adspersus. 
Differences in range size seen between species may result in part from 
differences in kinds and availabilities of foods eaten. Althouzh details of 
their food habits are not well known, each species is known to concentrate 
on different food sources. L. adspersu,~ consumes seeds, palm nuts, and some 
insects, 0. capito probably is omnivorous, and P. semispinosus may be 
mostly frugivorous (Fleming, 1970a). Differences in home range size imply 
that concentrations ol preferred foods may be quite different for each species. 
McNab (1963) has pointed out that "hunters" generally have larger home 
ranges than "croppers." Of the three species, 0. capito is most likely a 
"hunc.er" while I,. adspers~ls  ant1 P. sernispinosz~s are most likely "croppers" 
as they can concentrate on seasonally "dense" food sources sucll as seeds, 
palm nuts, and fallen fruits. 
Stickel (1960), Brant (1962), Lidicker (1966), and Krebs (1966) among 
others, have noted that tnovetilents of animals living in sparse populations 
are longer than those of ;tnimals living in dense populations. In the three 
species studied here, average home range size is inversely related to average 
population density, i.e., spiny pocket mice had smaller ranges than rice rats. 
Within species, male 0. cnpito and P. sernispinosus had larger ranges at 
Rodman than at Sllerrnan. Througllout most of the year population levels 
of these species were I~igher at Sherman than at Rotlman, but differences 
in habitat quality may :tlso be involved. Ilowevcr, since fernales in both 
~ o p i ~ l a t i o n s  liad sitnilarlv-si/ed ranges, honle range s i ~ e  in these males nlay 
be density dependent. 
Prior to attaining sexual maturity, some rodents disperse from their 
place o l  birtll to establislr a new home range (Howard, 1949; DcI,ong, 1967). 
'No differences were found in t l ~ c  t novc~~~en t s  of inlinature and mature incli- 
viduals of any of the three species, I ~ u t  his tloes not preclude the possibility 
that juveniles disperse froin tlicir hirtl~places and establish their own l ~ o n ~ e  
ranges before entering tr:lps. Evidence for sucll a possibility is the fact that 
in each species only about 33 per cent (range, 15-40 per cent) of the imma- 
ture individuals ~ i~arke t l  on the gritls failecl to establish home ranges there. 
This value may be high bec:~use some i~nnlatures that were not recaptured 
may have already had llonlc ranges that barely entered the grids. Dispersal 
movements, if they exist, may occur just alter weaning because in many 
cases small juveniles of all species established residence on the gritls. Once 
establishecl, these indiviclnals never shifted their home ranges. 
lntraspccific bel~avioral interactions have long been considered im- 
portant in the regulation of small mamtnal populations, but until recently 
little work has been done to demonstrate their effect. Sadleir (1965) and 
Healy (1967) have shown th ;~ t  ;ldult male aggression in Pel-orr~yscz~s ?tianicu- 
latus negatively affects juvenile recruitment success ant1 keeps population 
levels low in the summer. Metzgar (19G8), working with Pel-onxyscus leuco- 
pus, sllowetl tllat females maintain home ranges that are exclusive of other 
females ant1 that remain s~nble in the face of fluctuating population levels. 
Success of lerriale immigrants in establislling hotne ranges is dependent on 
the density of fenlale residents so t l~a t  a bellavioral mechanism operates to 
limit the density of feiilale wooclmice. 
A ranclom or clurnpctl tlistribution of lloine ranges u i th  respect to mem- 
bers of the same and opposite sexes, as seen in L. adspel-stls, 0. cc~pito,  and P. 
sernispinos~ls, implies that I~ehavorial interactions nlay not be an important 
source of population regulation in these species. Within each species, no 
individuals displayed exclusive home ranges that could limit the number 
of individuals residing in an area. While no overt evidence of territoriality - 
was seen from the distribution of home ranges, the possibility that nest sites 
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or food caches are defended still exists. No information bearing on this 
possibility was gained in this study. 
T h e  spatial distribution of L. adspersus ranges differs somewhat from 
that of other species of heteromyids. Ranses of male Liomys saluini at 
Cerros de Palomas, Costa Rica, were larger than those of females, and both 
sexes tended to segregate in different parts of the study area (MacPherson, 
1967). Ranges of that species averaged three times smaller than those of 
Id. ndspersus (0.15 ha vs. 0.56 ha). In  southern Mexico, male and female 
ranges of Liomys  irroratus are spatially segregated in the rainy season 
(Wagner, 1961). Females with ranges that are exclusive of other females have 
been reported in Pe1-og7~atkrls penicillatus and 1)ipodomys agilis (Blair, 1943; 
MacMillen, 1964). Ranges that overlap among members of the same sex are 
found in Perognathz~s longi~nernbris, Dipodomys ordii, D.  merriami, and 
D. spectabilis (Blair, 1943; Chew and Butterwortli, 1964; Holdenreid, 1957). 
The  fact that some heteromyitls possess niutually exclusive ranges is not 
surprising owing to the asocial behavior of most adults (Eisenberg, 1963). 
There are few reports of home ranges in other species of tropical rodents. 
At Belem, Brazil, ranges of Proechimy.~ gziyannensis (males = 1.40 ha; fe- 
males = 0.15 ha) were larger than those of 0. capito (males = 0.69 ha; 
females = 0.08 ha) (unpubl., Belem Virus Lab. 1963 Report); this is just the 
opposite o i  results in this stutly. In s~~btropical Brazil, movements of recap- 
tured Akoclon ar-oiculoides, A. nigrita, antl Thomusomys  sublineatus indi- 
cated that individuals inhabitetl restricted areas that were probably less 
than 100 m in diameter; the longest nlovement recortlecl for any individual 
was 375 in (in A. a?~/icziluides) (Ilavis, 1945b). Harrison (1958) believed that 
individuals of several species of Malayan rats did not maintain discrete 
ranges but that they wantlered rantlornly. He expressed the distribution of 
these movements as stanclartl dian~eters whose valucs ranged from 70 to 
136 m in different species. Rangcs of male Kuttus ex7ilan.s on Ponape Island 
were greater than ranges of fcm;~lcs, and size of ranges in both sexes was 
inversely proportional to pcipu1;ltion density (Jackson antl Strecker, 1962). 
Generalizations about the horne range conccpt based on results of 
numerous studies of temperate rrlammals are fount1 in Blair (I953), Brown 
(1962), and Sanderson (1966). 1 can think of no theoretical reasons why the 
conccpt of home range as applied to temperate rodents should not apply to 
tropical rodents. Available data indicate that many rodents, regardless of 
habitat, remain in tliscrcte areas nlost of their lives. 
Several points have emcrged from this study. Tlie first is that a strongly 
seasonal rainfall pattern in a tropical environment can havc a significant 
effect on the biology of the rodents living there. Most of the breeding activ- 
ity of L. adspersus was confined to the tlry season, and at Kodman the pro- 
portiorl of pregnant to nonpregnant P. semispinosus was Iiigller in the 
first (drier) half of the year than in the last (wetter) half. Population levels 
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of each species fluctuated seasonally and were highest in the rainy season, 
lowest in the dry season. Finally, survivorship in young P. semispinosus 
born in the dry half of the year was higher than in young born in the wet half. 
A second point is that the biology of each species strongly reflects its 
phylogenetic history. That  is, although living under the same environmental 
condit.ions, each species has biological cllaracteristics more closely resem- 
bling those of related species and genera than they do each other. Different 
evolutionary histories can explain in part the interspecific differences in 
reproductive rate, litter size, and condition of young at birth. 
'Thirdly, two populations of 0. cupito and P. semispinoslls living in 
diaerent habitats 56 knl apart were demographically similar. Population 
fluctuations were nearly synchronous, and reproductive rates were similar 
in each population. However, the distribution of births in P. semispinosus 
was spread rnore evenly thror~ghout he year at Sherman, and average lifespan 
was apparently greater there than at Rodman. Population levels of both 
species were generally lligher at Sherman than at Rodman. In view of the 
fact that the demographic properties of pop~llations of species separated by 
a distance of one km or less sometiines differ widely (DeLong, 1967; Krebs, 
1966; Newson, 1963), the similarities seen in the two populations of 0. 
capito and P. sernispinos~is are striking. 
,The fourth point-that reproductive rates of L. adspe.rsu,s and 0. capito 
are lower than those of temperate North American relatives-needs further 
documentation. Little is known about the rate of litter production in tem- 
perate species of Liolnys or 01yzorrrys palustris. T o  gain this information, 
studies of marked and releasecl intlividuals are needed. Data gained in this 
manner are obviously superior to the calculation of reproductive rates from 
a knowledge of length of hrectling season and gestation period and by as- 
suming a postpartum estrus does or does not occur. 
Finally, both simi1;rrities and differences were found when the popula- 
tion ecologies of temperate ant1 tropical rodents were comparctl. Populirtion 
densities of rodents in the Panama Canal Zone compare favorably with 
densities of temperate forest-dwelling rodents. Whereas annual survivorship 
of similarly-si7ed temperate or tropical species is usually comparable, repro- 
ductive rates of temperate murids tend to be higher than those of tropical 
muritls. This difference sug~:ests that there exist latitudinal ~"ad ien t s  in the 
selective pressures molding reproductive rates as well as patterns. Investi- 
gations of intraspecific variation in the demographic parameters of a single 
species such as Slgmodon hi.~pidzls that ranges in both temperate and tropical 
regions would help to elucidate the relationship of seasonality to reproduc- 
tive rates and survivorship in rodents. 
Five populations 01 three species oi rodents, Lzornys adspe~sus  (family 
I-Ieteromyidae), O ~ y z o m y s  cupzto (family Muridae), and Proechzmys serni- 
spino~zls (family Echimyidae), were studied for one year in two forests in the 
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Panama Canal Zone, Central America. A basic objective was to discern 
whether these tropical rodents have lower, more stable population levels, 
lower reproductive rates, and higher survi\~orship rates than relatives or 
ecologic counterparts in temperate regions. 
The  two study sites, located at opposite ends ol the Canal Zone, con- 
sisted of a dry tropical forest on the Pacific slope and a moist tropical forest 
on the Atlantic slope. L. arl;spers~is was found only in the Pacific forest while 
0. rapito and P. .seniispinosus occurred in both forests. Nearly 580 indi- 
viduals of the three species were captured over 3,000 times on live-trap 
grids, and an additional 784 individuals were sacrificed and preserved for 
detailed laboratory study. 
Population densities in each species fluctuated seasonally; peak levels 
occurred at the height of the rainy season (October to December). Densities 
of L. adspersus (5-11 per ha) were greater throughout the year than those 
of the other two species. Breeding occr~rred year-round in 0. cnpito and 
P. se~nispinoszls I ~ u t  was restricted to tllc period December to May (mostly 
dry season) in L. adspel-slis. Each adult lelnale of I,. ndsperslrs, 0. cnpito, and 
P. se?nispinosus can produce, on the average, about 4.5, 23.7, and 11.6 off- 
spring per year, respectively. In L. adspel-sus, 0. cc~pito,  and P. semispi?zosus, 
the probability of surviving one year is 0.28,<0.05, and 0.36, respectively. 
Survivorship in P. sen~ispinosus varied seasonally; young born in the dry 
season lived longer than those born in the wet season. 
In each species, indivitluals hat1 discrete home ranges that were ran- 
tlornly distributed witlt respect to mcml~ers of the same or opposite sex. 
Ranges averaged larger in males and were largest in 0. capito (avg. = 1.32 
ha) and smallest in I.. ar1spers1i.s (avg. XI 0.55 ha). 
Temperate and tropic:;~l rodent populations are (:ompared with respect 
to population densities, annual survivorship rates, ant1 reproductive rates. 
I n  regard to these paramctcrs, rodents in the Panama Canal Zone have 
pop~~la t ion  densities cornpar;~ble to those of temperate forest-dwelling 
species; survivorship rates ol simi1;lrly-si~ecl rodents, whether temperate or 
tropici~l, are usually sitnilar; and the reproductive rates of temperate  nur rids 
are lligller than those ol tropical ~nrlricls. 
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